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Contest focuses on religious diversity
By ROBERT RECKER
The BG News
Students are being called on to
artistically express their views on
religious diversity through art
with the University library's
third annual undergraduate art
contest. Helping to judge the
entrants will be artist George
Hughes.
The theme of this year's contest is "All in the Name of Religion: Diversity and Discord."
"We're trying to get undergraduates to think about diversity and multiculturalism," said

i Jeff Gill explains his
fake hate for
Valentine's Day.

Mary Beth Zachary, a Jerome
Library faculty member who will
be overseeing the contest. "This
year's theme explores religion as
an all-powerful movement that
can unite us or divide us."
Prizes of $100, $200 and $300
will be awarded to the winners.
Hughes, a native of Africa,
was bom in Ghana in 1962. His
work focuses on automobiles, a
theme that was illustrated last
semester in his presentation at
the University's New Music and
Art Festival, "On the Road: Art
Cars."
Like last year's guest judge.

"We're trying to get undergraduates to think about diversity and
multiculturalism. This year's theme explores religion as an allpowerful movement that can unite us or divide us."
Mary Beth Zachary
Jerome Library faculty member

Kalamazoo artist Alfred Harris,
Jr., Hughes will also be available
to discuss his artwork with students. Additionally, he will be
giving a presentation that covers
the influence of growing up in
Africa on his work.
Zachary stressed that anyone
can enter the contest.
"You don't need to be an art

I Use of the term
"offensive," has got
ten out of control
according to a Letter
to the Editor.

ByJEFFARNETT
The BG News

■ uean^pattempts
made at an Oregon
bay oil spill.

Cincinnati bar fined
for illegitimate lie
detector testing.

intent 8
i Small Potatoes, folk
duo. will visit Bowling
Green on Sunday.

i Hockey travels to
Alaska for weekend
games.

BG News Photo/ MATTHEW MILLER

Taking advantage of Thursday's warm weather, Joe Spencer, junior, on bagpipes and
Jerod Christy, sophomore, on drums play to the open air.
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"Rushing the elections with the rules
from last year would
be irresponsible."
Kevin Hussey
USG president
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"It had a theme of everybody
being equal, and all coming from
Mother Earth," Marinelli said.
"It fell right in line with my
beliefs."
The contest can also be an
opportunity for fledgling artists
to put their works on the market.
• See ART, page seven.
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charges dropped
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major," Zachary said. "We've
had a variety of students submit
work in the past. We're just looking for a form of expression."
Last year's contest had a civil
rights theme and produced over
40 pieces. Third place winner
Beth Marinelli, junior art education major, said her piece, "The
Being Tree" expressed equality.

According to Undergraduate
Student Government President
Kevin Hussey, USG elections are
probably going to be delayed
until after Spring Break.
In an e-mail sent late Wednesday night, Hussey said "the timeline for the USG elections is
being reworked. The voting will
probably take place after spring
break."
To make the decision, Hussey
consulted Kim Ellis, the USG
Advisor.
Hussey said they
decided to forego using the current election by-laws, which
were not designed to accommodate this year's elections.
To go forward with the elections using last-year's rules
would have rushed the election
process, and according Hussey,
put at a disadvantage non-USG
members who desired to run for
office.
Hussey also mentioned other
factors involved in the decision
to delay the elections. The Elections and Opinions Board, the
entity that actually oversees the
election, had not yet been completely formed, and the election
rules, or by-laws, "have to be
renewed every year. They're not
a permanent document, like the
constitution," he said.
"Rushing the elections with
the rules from last year would be

irresponsible," Hussey said.
According to the existent USG
election by-laws, which were
actually designed to be used only
in last year's election, election
campaigns were supposed to
start today, February 12, and,
even a couple of days ago, it
seemed they would.
Even Michael Allton, USG
Chief of Staff, said on Tuesday
that USG would begin promoting the elections this week. He
also said that there would hopefully be a meeting today with the
potential candidates.
At that point, several clauses
of the USG Election Rules had
already been broken. Petitions
for candidacy were supposed to
be available on Feb. 5 at 8 a.m.
and the mandatory meeting for
potential candidates was supposed to be on Feb. 11, not Feb.
12.
"Unfortunately, it's going to
be a little rushed," Allton said,
acknowledging that the election
process was already a little tardy,
but still optimistic that the elections would not be derailed.
Now, the elections will most
likely not be so rushed, though
the exact dates for the process
have not yet been determined.
Hussey said that the new election rules will be approved at
Monday's General Assembly
meeting.
Though the dates may be
• See USG, page seven.

Students rely heavily on Internet research
Higher Education Research Institute at UCLA last year. The surThe BG News
• vey, which has been given to college freshmen for the past 33
Doing a research paper used
years, included questions about
to mean spending hours in the the Internet for the first time in
library searching for books and 1998.
periodicals that pertained to
Survey director Linda J. Sax
your topic. But for a growing said that while Internet use is
number of freshmen, research is common among students, there
as simple as the click of a button. is still debate about whether it
Over 80 percent of new fresh- enhances student learning.
men are using the Internet for
Freshman English major Jenresearch and homework accord- nifer Adkins doesn't think it
ing to a survey conducted by the does.

By SARAH DELANEY

"It's the easy way out for students," she said.
Adkins, who is currently
working on a paper for English
112, admitted that she does all of
her research through search
engines on the web because it is
more convenient than going to
the library.
But that convenience comes at
a price.
"I had to search really hard to
find valid information," she said.
"A lot of web sites were just trying to sell me something."

The Internet has a large consumer market and determining
whether web sources are educational or just advertisements
may be hard for some students,
said English 112 instructor Drew
Wright.
"Teachers should be aware
that students are researching this
way and address the best way
for them to do Internet research,"
Wright said.
Avoiding biased information
on the web is a skill students will
need to acquire, he said.

French House hosts Mardi Gras
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News
As Mardi Gras is celebrated
nationwide on Fat Tuesday, the
French House is bringing the party
to the U,niversity campus. The celebration will be held Tuesday, February 16, from 7:30-11 p.m. at the
French House.
Stephanie Malmisur, a senior
French education major and president of the French Club, said that
upon entering the party, each person will receive one string of beads.
If they come in costume, they will
receive two strings of beads.
She said throughout the evening,
people will be playing a game called
"Daring for Beads." In the game
people will dare each other to do
something. If the dare is carried out,
then the person who requested the
dare forfeits his beads. A prize will

be given out at the end of the
evening to the person who has the
most beads.
Other activities at the party
include the traditional limbo game,
fortune-telling
by
Opportune
Zongo, an assistant professor in the
Romance languages department,
face painting and mask making.
Several authentic New Orleans
foods will be served. One featured
food will be King Cake, which consists of a cinnamon-filled dough in
the shape of a hollow circle, topped
with a glazed topping and sprinkled
with colored sugar.
Each colored sugar stands for a
different thing: green means faith,
purple means justice, and gold
means power, according to Kathleen
Attwood, a faculty advisor and the
director of the French House.
Attwood said a ceramic baby is
placed in each cake and the person

(

who finds it first gets to be king for
a day.
Jumbalaya will also be served, a
thick and spicy stew served with
rice.
Musical entertainment will also
be provided. The band "Long Haul"
will be performing Cajun music and
is comprised of professors, University students and residents of the
community.
Valerie Blum, a senior French and
English major, attended last year's
Mardi Gras celebration at the
French House and enjoyed listening
to Long Haul. She said several ethnic traditions were combined at the
celebration last year by including
students from the French, Italian,
Spanish and German Clubs.
Tickets are $4 and can only be
bought by calling Stephanie
Malmisur at 354-0491 or Kathy
Attwood at 372-7145.

1

"The Internet changes the way
we need to look at research. It
may be necessary to teach effective use of the Internet in composition classes," Wright said.
Adkins said she is pretty good
at deciding which Internet
sources she shouldn't use.
"You have to look at where the
web site is getting its information
from. Usually you can tell by
where the source comes from
whether or not it is valid,"
Adkins said.

ardi Gras
Mardi Gras party

Where;
How much; Tickets are $4
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First there was the problem with adult films, now it's artwork
that portrays images o( nude and half-nude women. What's next?
.And if there is a next, when will it stop? If Julia Kominek's artwork
, inside the Wood County office complex is removed, it is certain that
; similar art elsewhere in the community will follow. And then what?
Will people search for something else to remove by labeling it
I "offensive" simply because they themselves do not like it?
It seems like a pretty significant drop from the adult videos to the
artwork on display at the complex. Why not label everything else in
■ between the two "offensive" as well? Let's pull adult magazines off
■ the shelves., you know, the ones slashed behind the counter at the
; convenience store that you have to ask for in order to see. I'm sure
; that they must piss somebody off, so let's ban them. How about
: every issue of TIME or NEWSWEEK that discusses the President's
■ sex life? Should we get rid of those, too? Let's not stop at the artwork, but move further down the ladder of "filth" and ban textbooks that display graphic nudity whether it is in the form of art or
' an example of what genital herpes looks like. Pull romance novels
off the shelves at bookstores. I'm sure someone must find them
• offensive.
When everyone is finished removing everything that could possibly be offensive to one person or another, we can sit back in our
isolated little Pleasanlville and watch the rest of the world go by
with the problems that really do matter, but we do less about.

Christopher Schlachter
Sophomore
Athletic Training

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of (his? The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not dlscrlmminate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current Issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only if the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations In which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or. send It on e-mail to
bgnewsS'bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and ail letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1999, The BG News. Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto
ties or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.

Why I don't like Valentine's Day
I wanted to change from the
normal monotony of my usual
column style and tell a story.
This is something thai has been
involved in my family for a
while now.
When I was seven, my family
went on vacation to Nebraska to
visit my mother's parents. We
had been there for a few days,
and thus far having a good time
when my father called us. I le
stayed home due to work-rel.ited business. He talked to my
mom for a few minutes, then she
hung up. She didn't look happy.
She smiled and went into Ihe
other room. What happened?
My uncle was a technology
guru. He had all the new game
systems. My brother (Scott), my
sister (Kristie) and I used to play
video games all day. I remember
we were playing pole position
on Atari when my mom came
back in the room crying. It seems
that dad had called to tell us that
his father had passed away the
night before. We needed to go to
New Jersey for the funeral,
wake, etc. Immediately, we
packed up Ihe car and headed
back to Wisconsin to pick up
dad.
Our family took car trips all
the time, so going from Nebraska to Wisconsin, then on to Jersey wasn't a big deal for any of
us. We had books and games to
keep us busy. We got to my
grandma's house in the middle

ol Ihe night Alter unpacking the
car we promptly went to bed.
The next dav was hard. We had
to deal with the grieving family.
No one likes sad people, especially alter ,i death. It's very hard
to deal with.
Mv dad tried to explain
everything lo me. lie told me
that Pop-pop (that's what we
called him) had this disease
called cancer. Now that I'm
older, I know what (hat.is, but a
seven-year-old doesn't understand it as well, lie told me thai
Pop pop was old and it was "his
lime lo go lo heaven." I guess I
understood, Pop-pop wenl lo a
better place.
That was in 1985. One year
ago, a similar situation with cancer arose. If was during the summer. I was taking classes here
and working for a friend parttime. I was told by my supervisor that I had a phone call. This
was out of the ordinary, I never
get phone calls. It was my moth-

er. She told me that there was a
problem and I needed to come
straight home alter work. This
kind of scared me, but she
assured me that there wasn't an
emergency. Our family was
going to sit and talk. In the past,
when my mom or dad said, "let's
go into Ihe living room for a
talk," it means something else.
And that something else is
alwavs that we're moving somewhere else.
Well, when I got home everyone was waiting for me. My dad
started talking.
To make a long story shorter,
my brother went to the doctor
(or a routine physical when after
some lests and examination, my
brother had pain in his
abdomen. The doctor did an xrav and a tumor on the liver
showed up. A biopsy was done.
The day of the family meeting
my brother got the call from the
doctor about the results. The
tumor was malignant. II had
actually been there for a while
and had began lo spread toother
parts of his body.
He decided to get some treatment to prolong whatever time

he had left.
After months of treatment,
(chemo, etc.) seemed to be working. The doctors didn't think he
had that much time to live, but
he beat Ihe odds.
The cancer went into remission. For how long it would stay

in remission, we wouldn't know.

He changed his entire outlook
on life. He was happier and
nicer. He wanted to (ravel and
see places he hadn't seen. For six
months he was a changed man.
Everyone forgot about the cancer. But the inevitable happened,
the cancer came out of remission. The worst part was that it
was Christmas and New Year's
Holidays. He immediately went
back for more treatment. He was
getting more and more weak
and frail. I really didn't think he
was going to make it much
longer. My brother and I have
always been pretty close, so this
whole ordeal was quite lough on
me.
He got better for a while, but
right al the beginning of February it went downhill, and fast.
We saw the end near, and he
knew il loo. Then it happened.
363 days ago, my brother passed
away from complications due to
cancer. It's really hard. I still stop
al certain things and gel choked
up. I reallv miss him.
Scott died on February 14th,
1998. He died on the day when
love is the overbearing tone.
Every year from now I will not
want to celebrate love, but his
death. Rest in Peace brother.
Jeff Gill is the Friday columnist
for The BG News. He wants you
lo know thai that entire story was
biillShit. All mail can be directed lo
the American Cancer Association or
jrgill@bgnet.bgs u.edu.

CD. Players veteran tells different story
fn response to a guest column
by Michael Hammer in the Feb.
9 issue:
There were a few details
altered or omitled in his version
of the events that have taken
place surrounding the theater
troupe known as Cultural Diversity Players (C. D. Players).
The Office of Residence Life
has not "killed off" the C. D.
Players. They are simply taking
appropriate measures to make
changes lo the troupe thai will (for the most part) effectively
because each year at least one
reintroduce its mission.
I originally became a member person who was a member of the
of the C. D. Players during its troupe Ihe previous year would
return for another year. The
infancy stages.
During my involvement, returning member(s) would be
many changes occurred thai relied upon to provide guidance
for new members. This has been
affect its current status today.
C. D. Players was originally a successful strategy because Ihe
returning members over Ihe
created to promote cultural
years have shown a strong comdiversity through both humormitment to the issues rather than
ous and serious dramatic skits.
Ihe SI IOW!
The original plan was to recruit
Over Ihe years of existence of
members during the first month
the C. D. Players, Ihe troupe's
or so of the academic year and
mission has gradually shifted.
begin preparing for perforThe mission changed from permances sometime in early Octoforming a series of dramatic
ber. This preparation including skits about cultural diversity
brainstorming for ideas, writing,
with a few skits concerning
assigning skit roles, staging and other campus issues to a SHOW
rehearsals would lasl until Win- about campus issues with a
ter break. Upon returning in Jan- slight influx of cultural diversity.
uary, the C. D. Players' first per- While I feel thai these campus
formance would lake place dur- issues (which include rape, suiing refresher training for the cide, abusive relationships, safer
campus resident advisors. This sex, etc.) need to be addressed,
schedule was maintained until but not by the CULTURAL
the 1997-98 academic year when DIVERSITY
PLAYERS!
I
a performance during Welcome expressed these feelings while I
Week was added.
was a member of the troupe as a
This schedule was maintained

student and again as a staff mer) from members of the
member of Ihe Office of Resi- troupe. I decided lo go see Ihe
dence Life. While on the stall of show myself. 1 was very disapthe Office of Residence Life, this pointed lo find that there was
was a topic of many of my dis- hardly any seriousness to the
cussions with co-workers and SHOW and definitely a lack of
supervisors.
Unfortunately, cultural consciousness underlybecause of many changes in per- ing it.
sonnel within the Office of ResiChange is needed! Change is
dence Life (including my own being made. Change takes time.
resignation), these discussions What Mr. Hammer has failed to
did not produce change at that tell you that he is resistant to
time.
change. If open to change, he
In the fall semester of 1997, a would realize that the SHOW
staff member new to the univer- needs help. Don't take it personsity community was assigned to al. Every member of the C. D.
direct the C. D. Players. That Players over the years has constaff member, due to lack of tributed to where it is today by
familiarity with the organiza- allowing it to move further and
tion, had to rely on the returning further away from its original
members of the troupe for guid- mission. I think we should all
ance. One of those returning thank the members of the curmembers was none other than a rent staff of the Office of Resisecond year resident advisor
dence Life for taking the meanamed Michael Hammer. The
sures to restore that mission.
same Michael Hammer, who had
Part of restoring the mission is
such a commitment to cultural
placing the focus on cultural
diversity, continuously sent me
diversity. It is my understanding
electronic mail that made fun of
people who did not speak a that part of the plan being devel"proper dialect" of the King's oped is to provide cultural
English. Not knowing the differ- diversity training for anyone
ence between tradition of the who wishes to be a member of
troupe and Mr. Hammer's per- the troupe. I think that is a great
sonal ideas of what the troupe idea because you can't spread
should be, that staff member the message of cultural diversity
allowed the SHOW to go on. if you have not embraced it
After one of the administrators yourself. Look for C. D. Players
from the Office of Residence Life in the future, I encourage everyviewed the SHOW, many one to get involved. It will
changes were requested to change your life!
return the SHOW to a perforMatt Boaz is a guest columnist.
mance.
can
be
reached
at
Those requests were met by a He
strong protest (led by Mr. Ham- mboaz@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Do V-Day the CYNIC'S Way
if you've got a sweetie, then you
spend a little q.t. together and do
the whole obligated romance thing.
And if you don't, people feel sorry
for you and you get all moody. At
least I do.
So what's a guy or gal to do, on
this pressure-filled day of unfulfilled
expectations? Do V-day the cynic's
way. Eh? Darn it, you're not going to
get what you really want, right? So
say, to heck with it, and cram in the
romantic dinner at Taco Bell. Or
maybe a burger joint if you're feeling classy. And you know someone's going to be disappointed,
right? So say, to heck with it, and
give them a banana. Nobody really
likes to get bananas, but I'm sure
they need the potassium. And you
know that someone's going to feel
left out and lonely by night's end,
right? So hunt them down and take
the banana peel off their hands and
tell them 'to take that googly look off
their face.
Fact is, this is just a weird holiday
to celebrate in corporate America.
So exercise your right to ignore this
merchandising campaign and proclaim your cynicism loudly. Actually,
why bother, cause everybody's
going to be all smoochy anyhow.

Ah ha! You're reading yet another bland and uninteresting article
about Feb. 14. My condolences.
However, here you are, and you'll
be expecting tripe of some sort
about how to love this [hallmark]
holiday, how to drive your valentine
crazy with passion, how to show
that special someone you care, and
so on. Or perhaps you're waiting
patiently for angry and vindictive
things to do to ease your broken
heart on this Day 0' Love.
Unfortunately for you, you'll get
neither.
Nor will you receive a history of
our favorite lovey-dovey martyr St.
Valentine.
Nor will you receive... well, heck.
I'll tell you what you will receive. An
all-expenses-paid vacation for two
to sunny Jamaica!! Really!! Just
send me a valentine so I don't feei
lonely and I'll send you to Jamaica
with your honey. Or your best friend.
Or that old guy that lent you his
lawnmower that one time.
Just kidding. I can't even send
myself to WalMart. I certainly can't
send other people to foreign countries.
What's the fun in Valentine's day,
anyhow? It's... it's ineffable. I mean,
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Is This the End of the World?

419/372-2343. 111 Olscamp Hall.

A look at the real threats posed by

Department of English and the

6 p.m.

College of Musical Arts' annual
Competitions

"Somewhere in Time"

World Peace

dangers of an asteroid impact. SI

8 p.m.

Room, Student Union

TOMORROW
Snow.
HIGH: 29
LOW: 12

Snow.
LOW: 30

Rain changing to

snow by noon. Snow accumulating 1 to 2

by Paul Kfiacftenan

inches Temperatures falling to near 30

This crou- hies near my bouse,

by laie in the day West wind 20 to 30
mph with higher gusts Chance of precipitation near 100 percent
brisk

Women's

Jam session Every Friday through-

Today .. windy with showers and possi-

...

SUNRISE."

___

donation suggested. Planetarium.

CROSSWORD

HIGH: 43

Tonight

• People on me street is intended as an unscientific sample ol the student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may lind it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say, seven-ish But you didn't hear it here

'IMPRESSION

daily

TODAY

ble thunderstorms

FROM A PAINTING BY CLAUDE
CALLED

Ashley Elder
Sophomore
Social Studies Ed.
"Seeing as Wood
County has outlawed
porn, less than
usual."

Sara Dean
Freshman
History
"Too often. I don't
think my parents
should have bought
me a computer."

IST SCHOOl OF ART WAS TAKEN

Save a life by donating blood. First

WEATHER
Rain,

£

THE NAME FOR THE IMPRESSION-

MONET

VCT
"Multiple times a
day."

Samantha Knight
Freshman
Lite Science Ed.
"Whenever I need it
because I don't like
logo to the library."

stenecious comes from the
Greek "stenos," meaning narrow,
and 'oikos,' meaning
dwelling.

USELESS
FACT

Tiffany Mahar
Freshman

Creative Writing Program. Alumni

Red Cross Blood Drive

Organization of Social Workers For

Eric Brooks
Junior
Environmental Sci.
"At least once a
day. Any
information I can't
get from a textbook
I get from the
Internet."

Exampl*: Destiny considered
herself to be very stenecious
she couldn't tolerate the
living conditions of any
place other than her 32-room
mansion in Albuquerque.

Amani Room

/ 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.

How often do you
use the Internet for
research?

•/ste-NEE-shus/* (adjective) capable of living in only
a narrow range of environments

Africana Drum Circle tor

Sponsored by Intervarsity Christian

on the street

stenecwus

5 - 7 p.m.

Building.

9 a.m. -2:30 p.m.

PEOPLE

website of the day

with

snow

likely

Additional accumulations possible Low

devised a way to clean oil spilled

and though I haie neier injured

into water using clippings from

bim. he lakes good care to slay up

salons. He first thought of the idea

in the very' highest trees and tn

after seeing a television image of

general, to avoid humanity

an utter oiled bv the 1989 Exxon

His

ii orld begins at about the limit of

Vaklez spill.

my eyesight

fur can trap and hold spilled oil,

■Lorcn Eisdey, The Judgment of

whv can't human hair*" he recalls.

the Birds

He began by stuffing hair into

15 to 20 Chance of snow 70 percent.

"I thought if animal

panty hose and throwing the
invention into a wading pool con-

Tomorrow ... blustery and cold with scat-

HAIR TODAY, OIL CLEANER

taining water and a gallon of used
oil

TOMORROW

tered snow showers. A high in the mid

The hair stopped up all but a

few drops of oil

20s Chance of snow 50 percent
Yikes! Winter is back with a vengeance

Now he has a

Hait conditioners are not all thai

patent and plans to produce hair

will suck to ihe rough surface of

pillows for spill cleanups.

human hair. TesisbyNASAreceni-

Hope you didn't get too used to the glori-

confirmed lhai Alabama hairdresser

ous warmth yesterday

Phillip

McCrory

has

ioune National Wildlife, Dec -fan
1999

ACROSS
1 Inflate by
rubbing
6 Rkfcute
10 Open-hand blow
14 Brother of Moses
15 Cosmetics
ingredient
16 Melodious
17 Amassing
19 "Bitoxi Blues"
playwright Simon
20 Quenches
21 Inherent ability
23 Bahrain leader
25 Summer ermine
26Loalhed
30 Reflexive
pronoun
33 Piece o( history
34 Smell
36 Also not
37_theRed
38 Spectacle
39 One of a pair
40 Silly Caesar
41 Laughter
syllables
42 "Divine Comedy"
poet
43 Ranked at
Wimbledon
45 Keepsakes
47 Enjoys a
mystery?
49 Pitchfork
element

27
28
29
31

50 Presses into
wrinkles
53 Harebrained
57 Ring of saints
58 Idleness
60 Level
61 Chldhood taboo
62 Self-perception
63 Actor Parker
64 Enlarged
65 Deuce toppers

32
35
38
39

41 Jalopy
42 Orthodontist or
periodontist
44 Evil Spirits
46 Highland haze
48 Spanish
gentleman

DOWN
1 Truck
compartments
2 Truck
3 Operatic song
4 Long-told tale
5 Natural to a place

6 Game piece
7 Gymnast Korixit
8 Brave feats
9 Maintained a
beat
10 Christmas
employees
11 Commissioned
officer
12 Very dry
13 Gomerof
Mayberry
18 Wife/sister of
Osiris
22 Fraternity letter
24 Stick 'em up!
26 Costume

Too weird
Malhalds
Reverie
State-run
gambling
Lets loose
Beginning
Part of a groom's
job
Flight-path
change

50
51
52
54

Cook
Great review
Rational
Yearn (for)

55 Teensy
56 Recdors
59 Intimidate

01999 Tribune Mod* Services. Inc.
Ml rights reserved.

lor the answers, look on the
*veb www bgnews com

PAGE THREE of the BG NEWS Is intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the Innocent and,the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
qifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will get to see it in print. Such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. 6 FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS)
^^■■^-.■■[^^■i r, ■■ mum

FRIDAY
6:30

6:00

7:00

BROADCAST STATIONS
Wlicel-Folune
(D News a
Ent. Tonight

CD
S>

ffi

63
63
CD
S3

Hollywood Sq.

2«0Tt

Grace Under

Frasier:«

Providence "Tying me Not" K

Newshour With

m Lehrer .It.

Wash Week

Championship"Ballroom Dancing fr SHftO] E

Mad About You

[Simpsons I

Wash Week

Friends X

Brimstone "Mcurnirg Alter" Jt

Daily Show Pj

DISC

New House

WHd Discovery: 3rown

FAM
HBO
HIST

SC

ISMn'i Money

Movie:.. RdO=.'j'K/Mur<Krs (199«.Comedy)Brian Benoen I
Sporiscenter: Daytona
NewAddems

Harry Connick Jr.

Performance al White House

Millennium "Antflas" 3C

News n

0»5ry?i5owe"['953.Comedy)BerlyGrable

iNewsradio I

Waiting tor God Charlie Rose
Simpsons .£

|RmberWENN

[Movie: .... -ALeHtrlo Three WWH9W)

Movie: •• PC U (1994. Comedy) Jeremy Piven. Chhs Voung
Discovery News

[Storm Warning1 (Rl

Upright Citiien {Kids in the Hat
Spiel Above (R)

Movie: .. Sneer"(i993. Drama) Tom Berenger. (In Stereo) I

[Figure Skating U S Championships Sa» Lake C«y.

Sporlscentury

|Movie:.« Spring fl«9'-0995. Comedy) James Eckhogse. (InStereo) [Movie:... Tnnerspace"(l967. Science Fiction) Dennis Quad

Last Word

Plot lo Overthrow FDR I!

20th Century (R)

Cut (In Stereo)

Beavis-Butt.

Sports News

Gymnastics: Invitational

INews iln Stereo) Sill > Oily

[Video Cliches

For Elderly. Disabled Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required*
•Available al Grants Administrator's Office. 354-6303
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information
v

Children Ride Free*

Spies Above (R)

Movie:. HocketWan' (199?) Hariand Williams. I

IFraslerl

ISporlsTVDet.

I "Amer. Werewtr

Sportscenter I
700 Club Kattw lee Galord

5 30) Movie:.. Steal By, Steal t«»"(l995l Andy Garcia 'PG-13' I |Movie: .»'■ Fist Time feton"(l997) Omar Epos W [Movie: -Black and White (1998. Suspense) Gina Gershon Nff X
Air Force One: A History (R)

$1.25 Fare
II

Jerry Spnngei

[News

Robin Williams: OH the Wall |R!

[Sluing: World Champ

Tonight Show
Surf Ballroom A

Collectible Knives

Legacy "Just Kissed" (In Stereo) I ILove Boat: The Nest Wave X

[Friends I

Saluiday Night live '■■

ESPN Up Clou

[Mark Russell

Collectible Knives

COM

ENC

Wall St. Week

McLaughlin

Movie: ••» "/ Was a Male War Bode (1949. Comedy) Gary brant A

[Fii-tt-Line |H|

Wall SI Week

Nightiine i

Homicide: Lite on the Street ■

Business Opt

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

[Brother's Kpr

NBC News.

(5 X) Wrist Watches
Simpsons I

Nash Bridges "Superstition a.

Sabrina-Witch

Candid Camera

Dateline (In Stereo) J

Newshour With Jim Lehrec I
Home Improve.

Magnificent Seven "Wagon Trail"

Two ot a Kind 5 Boy MIS. World

Jeopardy! n

*4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Children Musi Ride in Child Kesiraim Seats Provided
T
Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

IDennis Miller I

Restricted Hours on Holidays

Movie: .... "Alt me Presidents Men '(1976) Woodward and Bernstein uncover the Watergate scandal.
Say What? Karaoke Snowed In

Women's College Basketball Purdue al Penn State (Live)

Say What? Karaoke Snowed In

Blame Game

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Highlander: The Series (In Stereo) Friday the HE The Series I

Amazing StorieslStar Trek' Mirror. Minor" X
SCI Ft Quantum Leap tin Stereo) S.
Mission Underground |R)
Ferocious Oceans (Ri
Paramedics The Night Shfl" (R)
Home Again ;R) Home Again (R i 4« Hours R)
Inside Ihe NBA
NBA
Basketball
San
Antonio
Spurs
al
Philadelphia
76ers.
First
Union
Center.
ER
"Men
Plan.
God
Laughs"
I
TNT Due South Red Wiite or Blue" X.
fooiiHcads
Ed, EddnEddy [Cow 4 Chicken Powerputl Girls [Johnny Brno ITumbltwted
Animamacs
IDeiter'i Lab
Batman:
Series
IScooby
Doo
TOON
Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Teias Ranger (In Stereo) Movie: *« "The 7"emp"(1993. Suspense) Timothy Hutton. (In Stereo)
Hercules:
Legendary
Jmys.
USA
Rock n' Roll
|Behind the Music "The Day the Music Died" (R)
Hotlywd-Vinyl
[Where Are They Now? (In Stereo] [Behind the Muaic Sludo 54" (R) (In Stereo)
VH1

i

[Loveline

Twilight ZoneB | Star Trek I
Paramedics "The Night Shrft" (R)
Kung Fu: TTie Legend Continues
Space Ghost

IFmikaioid!

Service Area Bowling Ciixen
Please let driver know how
many persons w
be riding.

ITin service is financed in pun from
in operating assistance grant from
ODOT&FTA
|BG Taxi infotnution is
■variable in large print
and audio tape format
upon request

Movie:.. 'Wine Van's Burden"
Rock-Roll Jeo.

IBehind-Music

.

■■■■
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World &Nation

Editor-in-Chief.
Mike Wendling
372-6966 "

Eye
on
Oil
spill
clean-up
continues
news
The Associated Press

ompUed from staff and wire reports

IPOLYGRAPHSI
Bar fined for improper lie detector testing
CINCINNATI (AP) — The U.S. Department of Labor is lining a
Cincinnati bar $15,000, saying it improperly required employees to
undergo lie detector tests, the government announced Thursday.
Neon's Inc. failed to identify a specific money loss before requiring the lie detector test and failed to keep records required by the
federal polygraph law, the Labor Department's Wage and Hour
Division said.
"Employers must have a reasonable basis to suspect any employee of a specific economic loss before they may ask them to take a
polygraph test," said Richard Malloy, the division's district director.
Terry Carter, manager of Neon's, said the bar will challenge the
civil penalty.
"We're going to fight it," Carter said. "It's unfair."

■ DEATH mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Murderer executed by lethal injection
HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — A man who beat a woman to death
20 years ago and confessed to three other murders was executed by
injection Thursday night.
Danny Lee Barber came within an hour of being executed Dec. 9,
when a federal judge issued a stay after Barber's attorneys raised
questions about Texas' clemency procedures. The judge later upheld
the procedures.
Barber, 43, was condemned for the 1979 attack on Janice Louise
Ingram, 50, at her home in the Dallas suburbs. Barber described the
killing as a burglary that went wrong and blamed it on alcoholism
and depression.
"I'm sorry for whatever pain I've caused," he said in his final
statement. "I pray you get over it. I am regretful for what 1 done, but
I am a different person from that time."

COOS BAY, Ore.— Demolitions experts brought in napalm and
plastic explosives Thursday in another attempt to set fire to a grounded cargo ship and save Oregon's beaches from a disastrous spill of
fuel oil.
"It's going to be like your barbecue pit, if you will," said Coast
Guard Chief Gene Maestas. "They are going to put lighter fluid on
the coals and light it on fire."
The 639-foot New Carissa, a Japanese-owned freighter, ran
aground Feb. 4 about 150 yards offshore with nearly 400,000 gallons
of tarlike bunker oil aboard. It began leaking Monday as pounding
waves widened the cracks in its hull.
With an approaching storm threatening to tear the ship apart with
70 mph winds, federal and state authorities decided to bum the vessel and its fuel — something never before attempted in the Lower 48
slates — rather than risk trying to bring the New Carissa out intact.
The first attempt Wednesday night using grenades and buckets of
gasoline fizzled with only a flash of flame and a plume of oily black
smoke.
But the approaching gale slowed, and the revised forecast said a
weakened storm would move ashore late Thursday with rain and
winds of no more than 45 mph. "Our window of opportunity has
widened," Maestas said.
On Thursday, Navy bomb experts boarded the ship with explosive
charges that they hoped would crack open the fuel tanks and allow
the oil to fill the cargo holds.
Then they planned to put nearly 350 gallons of napalm gel over the
oil, leave the ship and ignite it by remote control with C-4 plastic
explosives. It could take five days for the oil to burn.
"The controlled burn is the highest and best hope," Gov. John
Kitzhaber said. "If we don't cause detonation and burn tonight, I
guarantee you'll have the release of oil."

Associated Press Photo

Oil from the grounded freighter, New Carissa, heads out to sea
as efforts to contain the oil spill continued Thurs., Feb. 11, 1999
off the Coos Bay in Oregon.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration experts have
said an oil spill could, in a worst-case scenario, coat 50 to 100 miles of
the coast. The oil could could endanger threatened sea lions and
shorebirds.
Several soiled birds have'been found, and harvesting of clams and
mussels has been banned.

Look for futher information on Clinton trial
over the weekend at www.bgnews.com
Q: When does BGSU Summer Registration begin?
smite BMAM sneim
HOME
A: Monday, February 15

OFTnE

il^lL- Summer
at Bowling Green State University —

your answer to credit courses, special workshops and education abroad
opportunities
Check out summer dates, deadlines
and registration information online:
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/Con.tEd/

Pick up your copy of the
summer catalog today!

For information call Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs, 419.372.8181

VHR SONCAPSUlE
THE ULTIMATE
TANNING MCHlNE

m

JS2 2812

25 VISITS FOR H5.00
l? TS
^ W $>•<

%, HA/8 S MAitt SWIMWEAR - FILM - CAMERAS.
<•** S. WOOSTCS DEVELOPING - 400 APPTS. A DAY

GttfffiS
FROM $159 PER PERSON

1

S^fST*** *

ML PnOOUCTV SiHS^S^B OFF

for That Som£ yi& Sp&clcd/
Ccthdy

SANDPIPER BEACON
PANAMA crnr BEACH, FLORIDA

GOfty

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

FROKTDESK (850)234-2154

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
17403 FRONT BEACH ROAD, PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 32413

RESERVATIONS 1-800-488-8828
\

i

i

\

Valentines CorcLy

'charge

M-Th 8-6, Fri 8-5, Sat 9-5
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Play Ball!

Tobacco companies compensate smokers
Cigarette producers become easy targets because of lawsuits
The Associated Press
NEW YORK— A California jury's recordbreaking award of $51.5 million to a former
fhree-pack-a-day smoker could herald a
wave of jaw-dropping verdicls against the
tobacco industry.
Only three other times have juries awarded smokers damages in health claims against
tobacco companies — and all of them were
overturned on appeal. Until Wednesday, the
biggest verdict was $1 million, in Florida.
Analysts suggested Thursday that cigarette makers' willingness to pay billions of
dollars to settle state lawsuits has made the
industry an easier target. The settlements are
perceived as a public admission of guilt and
a sign that the industry has lots of money to
spend, experts said.
"When tobacco companies start offering
billions of dollars of settlements, juries lose
their sense of how much is a lot," said David
Logan, a law professor at Wake Forest University who specializes in product liability.
That seemed to be the case in the lawsuit
brought by Patricia Henley, 52, who has
inoperable lung cancer and accused Philip
Morris of hooking her on cigarettes. It was

the first case to go to trial since California
repealed a ban on individuals' lawsuits
against tobacco companies in 1997.

"This is the first real lawsuit where you've
had the entire record available to the jury,"
Logan said.

On Wednesday, the jury awarded her $50
million in punitive damages — more than
three times what her own lawyer asked for. A
day earlier the jury awarded her $1.5 million
in compensatory damages.

President Clinton recently announced he
would follow the lead of states and sue the
industry to over the costs of treating smoking-related illnesses. Several foreign countries have also sued. And a class-action lawsuit on behalf of thousands of smokers is
being heard in Florida.

jury foreman George Loud is said some
jurors wanted to go even higher.
"I accused a lot of them toward the end of
losing touch with reality," he said. "One
woman said she contemplated $1 billion. I
mean, the numbers just flowed out of their
mouths."
Philip Morris attorneys said the award
stemmed from the "passion and prejudice"
of the jury, and they plan to appeal.
Ms. Henley apparently benefited from
having her case heard after cigarette makers
agreed to pay $246 billion to settle claims by
stales seeking to recover the health care costs
of treating sick smokers. As a result of those
lawsuits, sensitive documents showing
tobacco companies tried to hide the ill effects
of smoking have been made public.

Because of the size of Henley's award,
analysts predicted many more lawsuits
would follow, especially in California, which
was among the first state to ban smoking in
some public areas and has run an extensive
campaign of public service announcements
warning of the dangers of smoking.
"I would imagine that the tobacco executives are meeting at this very hour trying to
figure out, 'Is it too late to clean up our act?"'
said Richard Daynard, a Northeastern University law professor who has worked with
stales that sued the cigarette makers.
"I think really for the first lime in their history they're going to have to sit down and
say, 'Maybe we should go for safer cigarettes,
maybe we should go to plain packaging."

BG News Photo/ JASON SUGGS

Paul Johnson and Jeremey Leason practice their
LaCrosse game in the MAC Courtyard on Thursday.
Students packed the courtyard to take advantage of
the unseasonably warm weather.

Scientists give boost to tumor-starving strategy
The Associated Press
BOSTON — Government scientists have finally managed to
duplicate a Harvard doctor's
success with an experimental
cancer treatment that wipes out
tumors in mice, and they plan to
begin human testing by the fall.
The closely watched developments involve a natural protein
called endostatin. It and a sister
protein called angioslatin both
work — at least in mice — by
blocking tumors' ability to
sprout new blood vessels.
This makes cancer fail dormant or disappear altogether in
lab animals. But no one knows if
the same thing will happen in
people.
The two proteins have been
the subject of a roller coaster of
speculation ever since an enthusiastic front-page story in The
New York Times last May on Dr.
ludah Folkman — an Ohio Slate

University alumnus — and his
experiments Bui doubts grew
last fall when it was reported
thai scientists from the National
Cancer Institute in Frederick,
Md., had not been able to reproduce Folkman's results.
This week, an NCI team said
il had al las) duplicated Folkman's work. The breakthrough
using endostatin came only
when the NCI scientists conducted the experiments at Folkman's
laboratory at Children's Hospital in Boston.
On Thursday, another team of
NCI researchers said it has
begun designing endostatin
studies in humans. The NCI
wants to test the drug for safety
in perhaps 10 to 30 patients with
tumors of the breast, kidney, skin
or other parts of the body.
"We are excited about this,"
said Dr. James Pluda, an NCI
senior drug investigator. "If all
goes well, we hope to begin by

:::x::::::i:z::i:::::::::::i:i
x The Race for the MAC Championship |
z

*

88.1 FM,WBGUf
I

Saturday

x

X
X
Men's Basketball
X
Vs. Buffalo
X
X
12:00 Live
X
Women's Hoops at X
X
Western Michigan
X
X
2:00 Live
X
On-The-Line Sport's Talk
X
X
4-7
X
More Games Than Any
X
College Frequency 88.1 FM, WBGU X
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZZXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

"We are excited about this. If all goes well,
we hope to begin by the third quarter of
this year and earlier, if possible."
Dr. James Pluda
MI senior drug investigator

the third quarter of this vcar and
earlier, if possible."
Pluda said il will take about
six months to design the study
before it can be submitted to the
Food and Drug Administration
for approval.
Endostatin and angioslatin
are
being
developed
by
EntreMed Inc., a small biotech
company in Rockville, Md.,
whose stock price has risen and
plunged with each bit of news
about the drugs.
On Thursday, it said it is scaling up production of endostatin
and will have enough for the
preliminary human testing proposed by the NCI.

In recent months, NCI scientists in Frederick attempted
without success lo duplicate
Folkman's work using endostatin shipped to them by his lab.
The researchers assumed that
technical problems, including
possible trouble transporting the
fragile protein, messed up their
experiments. They traveled to
Folkman's lab, where last month
they finally succeeded in using
the protein to shrink mouse
tumors.
In a statement Thursday, the
hospital hinted that the problem
might have involved the proper
way lo inject mice with endostatin.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing!
Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
no rent payments during school breaks
semester leases
close to campus
on-site laundry facility
$8507semester

• includes heat, electric, cable
Call Sara and Andy Strand at
Newman Housing
for details on hassle free living

353-9164
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Presents

Flyin* West
By Pearl Cleage

suits
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Saturday. February 13, 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center, BGSU
Tickets S28. S22 * S14 To order rickets
call 419/372-8171 or 80W5892224
Presented by the College ol Musical Arts

The Louise F Pees Memorial Concert

BGSU Rush Tickets, $10.00, Students only!
■■■■■in

Bentwood
Subdivision

February 17- February 20
at 8:00 p.m.
February 21 at 2:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
For reservations call

372-2719
***************** *
*
*

(across from Merder Manor)
•
•
•
•
•

2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1400 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES

*

Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for ALL Residents

"Call-We'll meet you there."

Furnished & Unfurnished
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Free Heat and Water
1 & 2 Full Baths
2 Swimming Pools
24 hr. Maintenance
On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances

530 S Maple • 352-9378 • Hours 8-4:30
Open Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Call today 352-9135
Ask about our fall listings

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's
• 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each building
• range, refrigerator
• new dishwashers
• new microwaves
• gas heat, electric air
• individual electric meter

Preferred Properties

(indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning)

No Parental Guarantees

' DISHWASHERS
> MICROWAVES
> WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
>A/C
■ FIRE PLACES
> FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

400 Napoleon

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

•

1
'
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 13.1999
12:(Hi
12:30 i
i:'i(i

1:30

2:00

CD
©

Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National - NAPA Aulo Parts 300 (Live) X

St

SD

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

|Auto Racing NASCAR Gatorade 125s. I

4:30

5:00

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

5:30

PGA Goll Buick Invitational-Third Round La Jo*

ila.(live)X

Bugs A Tweety

Bugs ( Tweety

Animal Advent.

College Basketball Wake Forest al Duke (Live)

Hang Tim* X

Inside Stuff

Toledo Storm

Mercury Media

Classic Country TBA

Beat Things in Goll I

Skiing: World Alpine Championslups

Origins-VfoH

Victory Garden

Your House

This Old House

Yankee Shop

Hometime: log

Am Woodshop

Cook-Capriel -

Joanna Lund

Trallside: Adv.

Nalura "Iceland Fire and Ice" X

Michigan

Northern Exper

This Old House

Yankee Shop

Hometime: Log

Know Your Fire

Jacques Pepin

Easy Cookin'

Joy ol Painting

Brenda Harris

New Garden

m

HomwvWkanp

Mora-Game

Movia: "0« Hard 2' (1990) An LA cop battles terrorists m Washington

CD

|11<»)Pockat Watches

Antiques

Antiques

ffi>

Movia: *«'i "The Goorues"( 1985. Adventure) Sean Astvi. Josh Broun.

Movie: 'Lost m the Bermuda Triangle" (1999. Adventure) Tom Verca X IVipar "People like Us" (In Stereo)

MartinX

AMC

Movie: *•* "The Manchnnan Candidate (1962) Frank Sinatra

Movie: awtVH The Mart of Zorro"( 1940. Adventure) Tyrone Power

Figure Skating U S Championships Sail lake City (live) X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine »

[Victory Garden

Earth: Final Conflict Payback" « Xena: Warrior Princess "Devi" X

/{<-.■ Room, I'lml, mi/I Courtesy Gtutnl
[LivingSingle a

EAST PQE
Movw: *•* The Three Mus*efeers"( 1974) Over Reed. Michael York

COM

Mly Shoo IR',

Daily Show (R)

Dana Carvey: Cntic'a Choice (R)

Movia: «• •OuicfT(199l. Comedy) Ed ONe*. Ethan Randan

Absolutely Fab. [Absolutely Fabulous Poor'|R)

DISC

Epicurious

Epicurious

Discovery News [Inferno Rl

Into the Unknown |R)

Wild Style (R)

£NC

(11 30) Movie: "The Brass Some"

Movie: ••• "OurManfmr(i966. Adventuie) JamesCoburn

ESPN College Basketball Massachusetts al Rhode Island (Live)
Walter Melon
Bad Dog
FAM Lao Mania: DiCaprio'i Story
HBO

(11:30) Movie: "Ma/or league ll"X IMM: First Look Movie: tt

HIST

Talea o) the Gun (R)

MTV

Celebrity Dream Date (In Stereo Live)

SC

College Basketball Buffalo at Bowtmg Green State (Live)

3 Friends, Jerry jPee-wee Play.

Rain ol Steel (R)
Blame Game

[Sex in '90s

Moiki Mindy

Mr (Jean

Movie: ••'.- flofw Hood Men in Tights (1993) Cary Elwes PG-13 X

Seiinthe'90s

[Sex in the '90s

Great Books Thoreaus' WakJen"

Great Books "Hunk F«in" (R)

Movia: *•» "Mas*r(l985, Drama) Cher. A disfigured teen strives to lead a normal lite
Fieakaroid"

USA

Movie: •• 'WifleMansrlurden'(1995. Drama) John ravotta X

VH1

Behind the Music "Ted Nugent"

7:00

1

[Sax in the'90s

i

Beellejuice

2 licilriHiiii 111r-111-Ii«■«I ami unl'in'iii-hcrl

Movie: **** "Jaws' (1975)
Wacky Races

Wacky Races

1

8:00

1

8:30

1

[Wacky Races

Behind the Music "Madonna" (R) (In Stereo)

9:00

2 iH'ilriiom -nimncr only
liiiiiii-il uvullalilr

[Wacky Races

News »

CBS News

ER 'Baby Shower'" (In Stereo) S

NewsX

ABC Wld News

Entertainment Tonight

9:30

10:00 1

10:30 1

[Video Timeline

11:00 1

News ll

NBCNewe

Better Homes

Austin City Limits (In Stereo)

Winnie the Pooh-Valer.tine

News I

Outer Limits I

NewsX

Otter-Gentle'

[Cash Explosion National Geographic
Ballykissangel

Lawrence Welk Show

Pretender "Unsmkahle" (In Steieo)

Profiler Heads. You Lose' X

NeweX

Sat Night live

Antiques Roadshow X

New Red Green

New Red Green Sessions al West 54th (In Steieo)
Keeping Up

ol [Walkei, Texas Ranger I

Travels-Europe [Travels-Europe

Lawrence Walk Show

America's Scenic Rail Journeys

Antiques Roadshow £

Keeping Up

Hercules: Legendary Jrnya.

V.I.P. (In Stereo)

CopsX

America's Mosl Wanted

X-Files' Gethsemane" X

(5 00) Antiques

[Cops Atlanta"

Home Improve. [Home Improve. [Friends «

[Friends.((.

[Clueless «

Malcolm-Eddie [Between Bros

[News s

[Friends X •

New York Undercover C A T" X

Movie: • •'i "Beach Ban"(1965. Musical) EddByrnes. ChnsNoel

Comedy Half

South Park X

Storm Warning! (R)

■Vild Discovery: Animal Weapons

Space Colonies: Stars

DISC

Shoot Not to Kill

ENC

Movia: • "Vega'cvee "(1981. Adventure) Barry Bostwek. (In Slereo)

Movie: • • "Sor'ingPoint'(1993) Wesley Snipes X

[Comedy Show

[Bob-Margaret

Justice Files "Cops on Trial

* Support BGSU and their chance for
the MAC Title
r>* «^ «^ »••■# #^>» O* <^»> a^* a^* «^* a^ai »^# >^»>

Young ComediansIR
New Detectives fli

Movie: "Apocalypse Now" (1979} Francis Ford Coppola s surreal drama ol the Vietnam War

Women's Gymnastics
vs.
Illinois State University

College Basketball Michigan Slate at Minnesota (Live)
[Sponscenter.it.
[College Basketball Iowa State al Nebraska. (Live)
ESPN Senior PGA GoHISportscenter: Daytona
Movie: * 'TbeCowDoyandrhestovieSfar'(1998)Sean Young
[Movie:***'i TheKmgandl (1956. Musical) YulBrynner. (InSto'eo.'
FAM Movie: •• "PicfurePerfect "(1995. Comedy) Rehaid Kam (In Stereo)
Movie:*** "Amrsfad"! 1997) Detailed account ol me i839iebe:iion aboard a slave ship X [Sopranos College (In Stereo) X [8MM: First Look

HBO

Movie: «•' > One Fine Day "(1996. Comedy) Michelle Pleiffer. 'PG' I

HIST

History Undercover (R)

Secrets of World War II (R)

True Story ol the Big Red One

Movie: ••• "Memrs Marauders" M962. Adventure) Jell Chander

MTV

Boardblaat (R)

Road Rules iRi [Road Rules (R)

Celebrity Dream Data IR) (In Slereo)

Blame Game

College Basketball Virginia Tech at Fordham.

FOX Sports News

SC

[Behind Fan.

College Basketball Southern Cawtorroa at Slanlotd (live)

SCIFI ,'j 00) Movie: Baroareda "(1968)
TIC Great Books IR)

Movie: • • The Demolitions!" 11996. Diama) Nicole Eggen

UIOVM:

Great Books The Odyssey" (R)

jreai Qook-.

Great Booka "The Ait ol War" (R)

TNT (S 10) Movie: •••• Jaws' (I97S. Honoi) Roy Scheidei. Robed Shaw
[Wacky Races
[Ghoata-Scooby [Flintalones X
TOON Wacky Races
USA Movie: • • Mr. SasetaT 11992 Comedy) Tom Seileck (In Slereo) X
VH1

Pop-Up Video

[Pop-Up Video

[Video Timelne

Sex in the 90s

^ex in the 90s

Tomorrow @ 4:00 p.m. in Eppler Gym

FOX Sports News

*' i "Bart Wire" (1996. Adventure) Pame'a Anderson Lee
IGreat Booka "lord ol the Flies."

Movie:**') TopGu.l'(1955) A man accused ol muidei is lieed and elected marshal

All students admitted free with
—^
valid BGSU ID!
-«,

Movie:' The Demolitions!' (1996)
2rea1 Books "Gulliver s Travels

[Sports Illustrated Swimsuit 99

\*"HouselV

Movie: ** "The land Before Time IV: Journey Through me Mists' (1996) Acme Hour

[Video Timeline

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 14,1999
12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00

[Sax in the '90i

WWF Raw Saturday Night tlrvej

WWF War Zone M

The Net' Transplant (In Stereo) X La Famma Nikrta "Psychic Pilgrim'

Rock-Roll Jeo.

Where Are They Now? "80s" (Hi

Where Are They Now? (In steieo)

1:30

[Rock-Roll Jeo.

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

Sat. Night Fevr [American Graf.

4:30

5:00

5:30

BROADCAST STATIONS
Daytona 500 1 "xn Dayicra. 1 ii

CD
<D
©

StanJophn

Ifie sisters ofCfii Omiga
would Ufa to congratulate, J
our neiviu initiated memBers: T

PGA Goll Buck Invitational •- Final Round la Joila. Cakl. (Livei I

1 ve'i «

[Paid Program

[Siskel i Eberl

Spaed Skating: World Champ

[College Basketball: Ga Tech al Louisville. Texas at Okla. SI. or Temple al Xawer

Movia: •*« "Otheito"(1995. Drama) Laurence Fishbume. Irene Jacob

(Off Air)

Skiing: World Alpine Championships

[To Ba Announced

m

Firing Line: Isrl

Editors

[Africans in America "Revoluton" X

CD
CD

Woodwright

Am. Woodshop

This Old House [Home Cooking

Paid Program

Movia: Broadcast .News" (1987) James Brooks' acclaimed portrait ol a TV news group.

CD
CD

ill 00) Gemstones

Collectible Knives

Movie: * *'. RcooCop 2 (1990. Science Fiction) Peter Welter.

Movie:** "Commar«to'*(1965. Adventure) Amok) Schwarzenegger

Foto-Novelas ■

Uarket-Markel

[Jewish Cooking Christina Cooks America Sews

NBA Showtime

Week-Business

McLaughlin

[McLaughlin

Sewing-Nancy

Lawrence Welk: Friends

NBA Basketball

Nova "Secrets ol taking Money X
Heaithweek ir

[Health Diary

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at New York Rangers From Madson Square Garden (In Slereo Lrve
[Collectible Knives

'Katie •Banting
'Meatfier'Bates
Lisa 'Jwstitw
iMetissa Qaydos
Julie iHoppes
Arm 'Jennings
Leigh %ossbiel
'Delilah Lopez

[Movie:*** "Foreveryowng"(t992.Fanlasy) MelGtoson. EhahWood

CA

am
COM

ItlOOlMovIe: "6Vli*l-Moon'
IMovia^ea^ ■.seHerAnyfh.no"ii966 Comedy) Watrc-n
Movie: <•■
:
:
—L
i
.
Movia: «*• "Bun Dwham"(1968. Comedy-Drama) Kevn Costner.
Movia: •! "I love You foOearh" (1990. Comedyl Kevin Kline

DISC

Discovery News Myafry Univ.

ENC

(1010) Movie:

ESPN Sport scenter
FAM Camp Candy
HBO

Spytek Spy vs. Spy' (R)

[Escapes From Alcatraz

Movie: a*H "Macaroni"(1985.Comedy)MaiceiloMaslrwanni.
Fishing FLW Tour.
Eek'slravag

(ll 30)Movia: •• "Laslof!heDoomen"(i995)PG"

jwaltar Melon

[Spytek "The Real 007" (R)

Li.e

|3Fri*nda. Jerry [Pee-wee Play.

[New Addams

[Movsataee TJonnn«*and£uj«W(1988.Drama)TomHuk* 'PG-13'

HIST

(1100) Movie: 'Afernlfs Mar."

Tales ol Ihe FBI |R)

Tales of the FBI "Operation Sob"

MTV

IMn Sound: Nine Days

Road Rules (Rl [Road Rules (R)

Celebrity Dream Date |R) (In Stereo)

Women's College Basketball Virginia Tech at Rhode Island. (Live)
SC
Earth 2' Redemption" (In Slereo)
SCIFI Alien Nation F'"■
TLC Home Savvy (R) [Home Savvy (R> Mission Underground (R)
TNT

SUNDAY
6:00

Spytek Deadly Game" |R)

Timber Series

PBA Bowling Chattanooga Open
Mr. Bean

[Body Story: "Body Snatchers" (R)

Show-Funny

Movia: »** ""lntMnSu7imer"(1993)AlanAfkin. X

[Talea ol the FBI R)

True Story of the Big Red One (Rl

Blame Game

Biorhythm (R)

[ Behind Fan.

Motorcycle Racing: Arc-nacross.

Ultimate Mission: Mara (R)

Star Float IR)

Women's College Basketball

[Space Trek (R)

Super Friends

[Taa-Mania
LX-CW'.S

7:30

7:00

"&00"

8:30

9:00

9:30

ffi

a)

S3
CD
©

Touched by an Angel "On Edge"

60 Minutes (In Stereo) X
NewsX

ABC Wld News

[Tax-Mania

Movie: •• The rerrK)"(1993)
Behind the Music "Head" (R)

J FALL 1999 LEASING
ml IS IN FULL SWING!

11:00 I

10:00 I 10:30

11:30

Movie: "Deep n My Heart" (1999, Drama) Anne Bancroft. X

Dateline in Slereo) X

Movia: ToSeneandProfecf"(i999.Drama)CiaigT Nelson X

News ff

Pensacola-Wing

Lawrence Welk Show

Amenca s Scenic Rail Journeys

Nature ■ -'-.',

i:

Masterpieca Theatre "BramwaT

Crown 1 Country «

Monty Python

Monly Python

Tony Brown

Tales ol the Serengeti iln Stereo)

Nature tin Stereo) X

Masterpiece Theatre Btamweli"

Mystery! Heal ol the Sun" X

Crown 4 Country M.

Wodd's Funniest! iln Steieo) X

Simpsons t

X-Filea One Son" X

X-Files "Colony X

Walker, Tents Ranger (in Slereo)

IFresiarX

News "

Religion-Elhics

Seinleld "

Home Improve

[Home Improve

IThal 70s Show

Wnsl Watches

(5 001 Collectible Knives

Wrist Watches

SUr Trek: Deep Space Nina X

iStar Trek Voyager Bliss" I

Home Improve.

COM

ENC

(5 301 Movie: "Mr North"(1988)

1
1

[Movie: "PragueDuel"11998)GnaGershon.

Movie: •• "Hove You lo Oeath"|i990. Comedy) Kevin Kline

US Navy SEALS II

(440)Movia:

Movie: *•• "The Preachers vV.re"*ll996. Fantasy) Denzel V/ashingtcn

IMovia:**'! -r7wrVoman«iFled"(i984.Comedy)

(5 15) Movia: Jusl tot Guys"

Tracay Takes

Road Rules iR) IRoad Rukta IR)

Women s College Basketball
SC
SCIFI (S 00) Movio: Heart and Sou*"
TIC

Super Fira tR|

Behind the Music ' Boy George

I

[High Speed Chase R

Catstiilty death ITom Green iR>

Pulp Comics

One Night Stand Daily Show (R|

Pole Position - NASCAR Slory

Tal*«oltheGun|Rl

St Valentine s Day Massacre Ri

Sex in the 90s

Sex in the'90s

Se.mlhe 90s

ISeiinfMe

(:

CalaOvlty Praam Data (R) (in Stereo)

Goin' Deep

Dark Skies Hostile Convergence

Burning Zone "Touch of tne Dead" Visitor Teuleis-iachl" (In Steieo)

Mystery Science ThaaaaTaW "

How'd They Do That?

Survivors

Survivors

Survivore (R)

Survivors

Movie: ** DOA "(1988. Suspense) Dennis Ouakl. Meg Ryan
Flintstones X

[Tex Avery

ToonHeads

(Torn and Jerry

FOX Sports News

Movie: •• 'DOA "(1988 Suspense) Dennis Quaid. Meg Ryan
Johnny Bravo

[Ed, Edd n Eddy Cowl Chicken IPowerpuff Qstta

WWF Sunday Night Heat I

PKific Blue Glass Houses" (R) X Sik StaWngs |R) (In SlereoJX

la Femme Nikita "Nol Was" (R) I Tha Nal "Transplant" (In Stereo) X

Behind the Music |R) (In Steieo)

Behind the Music (R) (In Stereo)

Where Are They Now? (In Stereo)

Behind Ihe Music :R) (In Steieo)

352-0717

IDannie Miller X

[History's Crimes t Trials |R)

Space: Above and Beyond X

Scooby Doo

GREENBRIAR, INC.

|Sportacenter«

The Patriot (1998) Sleven Seagal. R' I

FOX Sports News

>.

> Columbia Courts
i Ridge Manor
i Merry SI.

FBI Files 'Ri

Movie:., i Coi'umho frsAI!»ff»Game"(l993.Mysteiy)PeleiFalk
Movie: .

*T2s

[Upright Citizen

Soccer English Premer League - Teams lo Be Announced

Ammamacs

Mercer
Frazee
Field Manor

Movie: *."< Everyone Says I love You"(1996. Musical) Alan Alda

Hockey v y :> D,:■>.' HmiJK: a! Phosti ■ CbyoeM FtomtMAinttaalWMAJirii BJVf]

Movia: Two of Hearts' (1999. Romance) GaJOGrady. Rob Stewart

[Movie: **'i "Inl Oul (1997) Kevin Klne. PG-13' I Sopranos "Pax Soprana" X

(5 00) Movia: ••'i •Firerdx"(l982. AdventurelCknt Eastwood
[Jabberjew
TOON Hong Kong
USA (500)Movia: The remp"(i993)

NML

Figure Skating: Nancy Kerrigan-Enchanted Evening

MoWe:**'* "Enchanted Apni"(1991. Comedy)

Body Story "The Beasl WithvT (R) [Body Story Breaking Down" (Rl

True Story of the Big Red One (R) Great Ship* R
MTV

RomanticCou.

Movie: ••• "Bull Durham "(1988, Comedy-Drama) Kevm Cosmet

I Sport scenter
[ESPY Pravw.
ESPN Senior PGA Goll
Movia:
rr'i
The
Brady
Girts
Get
Mamed"(!98i)
Maureen
McCormick
FAM
HBO

GREENBRIAR, INC.
1

[Sports TV Del.

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Where Are They Now? Iln Slereo)

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Mon-Frl

9 a m.-5 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m.-1 pm.

1,2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available.
Many locations!
SEE YOU AT THE OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1st!

I
mm

#

*

Bugs Bunny A Dally

c"-.r pc^p - s experiences

Movia: * * * "Cndereffa"(1997. Muscat) Whitney Houston. (In Stereo) X Storm ol the Century (in Steieo) (Pan l ol 31X

5 30) NBA Basketball Indiana Paceis at Los Angeles Lakers (Live) X

*

#

ModelInitiate: Jenn fPecli

1 Came From Outer Space (R)

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

#

Movie: **i "Firefax"|1982i

[Movie: •» "Elvis ana Me (1988. Diama) Dale Midkift. usan Walters Based on Pnsciiia Presley s ro'ationship with Eh/is. (In Stereo)

6:30

[Daria (In Stereo

'Kjta CMaroun
•Katie Mclhn
Cory Ovlerrit t
"Maggie Mortimer
Marcy 9^amestni^
Janet 'Kjehle
.'Alison Sheehah
Jessie Schira

Movie: "HeartandSouls'(i993|

Movie: ** "PockyIV"(!985. Drama) Sytvestei Stallone. Taha Shue

Movie ... Strange Days' (19951 A b:.i:« ma-kolc^r

Show-Funny

Movia: "Jus! One of Ihe Guys"!

Tales ol Ihe FBI (R)

Movie: ••* " The Butcher s kV.fe (1991. Comedy) Demi Moote.

Godzilla

Senior PGA Goll

[New Addams

American Gothic (in Slereo) X

In the Heat ol the Night (In Stereo) Movie: ••'; -F"leich"(1985. Comedy) Chevy Chase. Joe Don Baker

Behind the Music "John Denver"

IGrt. Romances Itee "Mr NMh"

Movie: **'i ""She-De«iT"(i989. Comedy) MerylSiteep. RoseanneBarr

Mork S Mindy

Tennis ATP Sybase Open Semifinal From San Jose. Call

Beetlejuice
[Addams Family [Road Rovers
TOON New Scooby Doo Movies
USA Movie: •* "iron £ao<e"{l986) A teen-ager embarks on a mission to tescue his lather X
VHI

jofMrs S!onc"l196IIWatte iBeaitv

[Movia:** "BoboyDeeflteld"(1977. Drama) AlPacino, MartheKeler X [Movie: *»'r Somewherem Tune"(1980. Fantasy).?

College Basketball CnajNon s MM s 5:a'c

;B.idDog

^^.

•Come see the beheading of Freddie
and Frieda Falcon during halftime.

Movie: • • • "The Return ol the FttM Parmer (1975) Peter Sellcs

Bob-Margaret

Buffalo

Cincinnati Pops Holiday

Young Comedians (R)

Movie: • *' i "The Geisha Boy" (1958. Comedy) Jerry Lewis X

COM

/^

Tomorrow at 12:00 noon
in Anderson Arena.

Mad TV! In Steieo) X

Dana Carvey: Cntic'a Choice (R)

AMC

[Critic

MoeehaX

^^

Showbiz Collection

Showbiz Collection

Men's Basketball

/^K

11:30

Figure Skating: U.S. Champonships. Sail lake City. (Live) X

Early Edition Funny Valenlvie" X Martial Law Breakout" (In Sli

- ■■'■-• c

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Movie:• •', 'Panther t, 1995. Drama) Kadeem Hardison. (In Slereo) X

Movia: 'The Color of Courage" (1999. Drama) Linda Hamilton a

7:30

Great Books Galileo" (R)

Movie: • •'.• "Jaws 2 (1978. Honor) Another massive shark appears oft the coast ol Amity
IScooby Doo

Ma) ami Angiul 1999

Movia: •« "Barbarella"ll968)

2 Stupid Dogs

IScooby Doo

-. H(IAt)

Now Leasing

Celebrity Death [Tom Green (R)

II BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD
S3
ffi
•3D
S3
CD
ff>

Vil : AC.i

Sworn to Secrecy (R)

Ideal Books (R)

1 Billboard 40 Top Forty Singles Four decades ol top singles (R) (In Stereo)

1

Will You Marry Me? Ill (In Stereo)

[Movie:** Wonder Woman "(1974. Adventure)

Great Books H G Welts (R)

■.1.1)1 MIAMIJ TflflDfl

LOIiVAN

Women s College Basketball Alabama-Birmingham at Memphis (Lure) [College Basketball Toledo at Marshall (live)

TNT

6:30

New Addams

Sex in the'90s

EAST WOOSTER

Senior PGA Goll

MkgAmistad

Masters of War

Welcome to Parados (In Stereo) X Monsters

[Road Rovers

[Movie:*** 'THX-ll38'|i97l)RobertDuvaii «

Air Combat "The Bombers

SMtnl "The Allernateville Honor

Great Books The Scarlet letter ■

SATURDAY
1 6:00 1

[New Addams

[Absolutely Fab.

[Science Mysteries: Area 51

NASCAR Winston Cup

The Saint "(1997. Adventuie) Val Kilmer 'PGI3' X

TIC

1 Waynahaad

Movie: ••• The Islandof Or M«eau"(l977)

College Basketball Dolro: at But.er tL.-.cj

Weapons at War (R)

sc: Fl Mystery Science Theater 3000 H

TOON Tianbtawaad

Discover Magazine (R)

>*

The BG News
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Jury finds gun
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — A federal jury
Thursday found several gun
makers responsible in three area
shootings for letting guns fall
into the hands of criminals.
Other
manufacturers
were
cleared.
The only damages awarded
were $560,000 to the sole survivor of the shootings, who was
seriously wounded, and his
mother.
Steven Fox, 19, and the relatives of six homicide victims
sued the gun industry in federal
court in 1995 for seven shootings.
Fox was accidentally shot by a
friend, who had bought the gun

on the street. The bullet remains
lodged in his head.
The
class-action
lawsuit
sought unspecified damages
from an industry that generates
sales of $2 billion to $3 billion a
year.
Like some of the lawsuits
brought against Big Tobacco, this
one accused the gun industry of
negligently marketing a legal
product. The case also was closely watched by several cities trying to recover the costs of gun
violence.
The jury found 15 of the 25
gun makers that were sued —
including Beretta USA Corp.,
Colt's Manufacturing Co. and
Jennings Firearms, Inc. — dis-

in shootings

tribute their product negligently.
Of those, the jury linked nine of
the companies to one or more of
the three shootings. Smith &
Wesson Corp. and Sturm, Ruger
and Co. were among those
cleared.
Afterward, both sides claimed
victory.
"I thank God, we absolutely
won," said lead plaintiff Freddie
Hamilton, whose son, Njuzi, was
slain in 1993. She predicted the
verdict would bring a "new
phase" of litigation against the
firearms industry.
Plaintiff attorney Elisa Barnes
said: "It was an incredible victory. ... All of the hard work has
been worth it."

Industry lawyer James Dorr
called the result "a defense verdict in all respects," and John
Renzulli, whose clients include
Clock, Inc., said "it completely
makes no sense."
During the monlhlong trial,
the plaintiffs argued handgun
makers oversupply gun-friendly
markets, mainly in the South,
aware that the excess guns flow
into criminal hands via illegal
markets in New York and other
states with stricter anti-gun laws.
The
plaintiffs'
lawyers
accused the defendants of dumping handguns onto the black
market like "toxic waste," making no effort to identify and discipline dishonest distributors.

Lawyers
wyers for the defendants
insisted their responsibility ends
once they sell to licensed distributors. They said the job of policing traffickers should be left to
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms, which has never
required gun makers to track
their products to the street.
Dorr told the jury it was
unfair to "hold the manufactures
of a lawful, legitimately sold
product responsible for acts o(
outlaws who are totally outside
their control. ... The case is simply wrong."
The gun makers also asserted
that in most of the shootings the
plaintiffs never presented evidence conclusively linking the

relaweapons used to harm their rel
tives to specific defendants. The
plaintiffs countered that the
"chain of title" is irrelevant?
instead accusing the entire
industry of creating a widespread risk with negligent marketing — a concept known as!
collective liability.
"This huge pool (of handguns) is like toxic waste," the
plaintiffs' attorney, Elisa Barnes,
said in closing arguments.
Relatives for the victims testified, and attorneys presented statistics on weapons sales, the
average age of guns used in
crimes, and other aspects of the
gun trade.

Greenspan endorses, looks to GOP banking bill
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Federal
Reserve
Chairman
Alan
Greenspan waded into this
year's debate on overhauling the
nation's financial services laws,
brushing aside concerns that
encouraging the creation of onestop shopping would bring a
dangerous concentration of economic power.
At the same time Thursday,
Greenspan extended his public
disagreement with the Clinton
administration over the best
approach to take to change the

laws governing banks, brokerage
firms and insurance companies.
The Fed chief testified as Congress began the latest round of
debate on legislation to remove
the Depression-era barriers
between those industries.
At a House Banking Committee hearing, Greenspan endorsed
a bill proposed by committee
Chairman Rep. Jim Leach, Rlowa, that would lift the barriers
and give the Fed more power
over new financial activities.
Similar legislation to let
banks, brokerages and insurers
merge and get more deeply into

each other's businesses died in
Congress last year after coming
closer to passage than in many
years.
Supporters say such an overhaul is needed to keep the U.S.
industry competitive in a fastchanging world and to cut costs
for American consumers, who
spend an estimated $300 billion a
year on financial services.
On Wednesday, a parade of
officials from Wall Street, banks
and insurance firms — all of
which have spent millions of lobbying dollars on the issue —
urged Congress to enact legisla-

tion.
But opponents, including several consumer groups and
activist Ralph Nader, contend it
could bring more megamergers
and concentrate economic power
in a few hands.
Leach's bill "is not a bill for
consumers," Nader testified
Thursday. "It is a bill designed to
create new profit centers for a
relative handful of banking and
financial services corporations."
Appearing with Nader were
representatives of Consumers
Union, U.S. Public Interest
Research Group, the National

Community Reinvestment Coalition and the Center for Community Change.

mergers actually haven't worked ;
very well, he maintained.
Critics of the legislation worry
that mergers creating financial 4
conglomerates — such as the
recent marriage of banking giant
Citicorp and the Travelers Group
insurance-brokerage company '■
— will encourage a "too big to be
allowed to fail" doctrine leading
to government bailouts.

Earlier, in response to questions from Rep. Bernard Sanders
of Vermont, Congress' lone independent, Greenspan said he didn't share those concerns because
technology has brought "a major
increase in competitive pressures
throughout this economy."
While acknowledging there
are
some
"extraordinarily
wealthy billionaires" in this
country, Greenspan said that's
the result of soaring stock prices,
not corporate mergers. Many

Greenspan did express con- ;
cern over rising bank fees to con1 :
sumers, which critics believe
have been pushed higher by I
bank mergers.

down, so is another election
issue in USG: an accusation from
modified by the General Assem- Non Traditional Student Associbly, Hussey said the dates that ation (NTSA) Senator Jeffrey
have been suggested are: Peti- Poynter that USG vice president
tions will made available on Fri- Maryann Russell violated the
day, Feb. 19, and due one week USG Election Rules by premalater; campaigning will begin on turely asking people to help her
Mar. 1; and elections will be held with her upcoming and, of
on Mar. 23 and 24 at the Union course, off-the-record presidenand at the library, in the tial campaign.
At the last General Assembly,
evenings. Thirty-eight senate
seats, the presidential and vice however, Poynter withdrew his
presidential seats will be open charges, and has declined to
for election.
comment for The News.
USG President Kevin Hussey,
Just as confusion surrounding
the election process is settling however, spoke freely on the

issue. He said that Poynter real- I
ized that Russell hadn't done ]
anything wrong. Hussey further
claimed that if Poynter's original |
reading of the election rules was
correct, then potential candidates
would not even be able to talk to
Others about their campaigns in
advance to the actual campaign.; •
"1 was one of the people who
helped write the rules last year,"
Hussey said. "I think I should
know what they mean."
Hussey said the Elections and
Opinions Board is not going
investigate the charges.

USG

ART
Continued from page one.
Several students sold their
entries after the presentation last
yea'r.
The library changed to an art
contest from essay formal three
years ago in an attempt to
increase participation.
"Students don't like to write
essays, even when there is
money involved," Zachary said.

Paintings, as well as three
dimensional works like jewelry
and ceramics will be accepted.
They must be accompanied by a
typed statement describing how
the piece relates to the contest
theme and should be about 100
words.
Participants must register by
Mar. 17, and submissions are due
Mar. 24.
Students can pick up applica-

tions at the Art Resource Center,
in the resident halls and at the
Jerome Library front desk.

For

general information, students
can check

out

the

web

at

w ww.bgsu .edu /colleges/ library
/infosrv/Contest,
Zachary

or

contact
at

mzachar@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

There's always something new in the classifieds/

Continued from page one.

FAST. EASY. PAY-PER-VIEW.

352-8424
»iy VW tr4 d «

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster

352-8424
YOUR LOCAL CABLE TV CONNECTION

I

EOHMl HOUSING
0"0»Ij>u,

(across from Taco Bell)

ITS NOT TV ITS HBO

►

j,
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Folk music in BG
is Small Potatoes
different sounds."
And what a range of sounds they are.
By JOHN WENZEL
On their two releases, Raw and the most
The BG News
recent Time Flks, Small Potatoes cover
others' tunes as well as performing origThis Sunday Bowling
inal songs. Traditional ballads, country
Green will gel a taste of
stylings and even yodeling mark their
something different. Very
releases,
different.
"They moved effortlessly from pure
Small Potatoes, a Chicagobased folk duo, will play at the Junction folk to blues, jazz, cowboy, country,
Celtic and a few mure styles—all perBar & Grill Feb. 14 at 7 p.m.
formed with polish and precision," one
Their self-described "edecto-mania"
audience member remarked after seeing
features a variety of musical instruments and styles, from blues to swing to them in Mansfield, Minn.
The Potatoes' patchwork approach to
country to Irish ballads.
perlorming
and writing is a product of
But just because they don't specialize
in one genre doesn't mean they don't do their past. While they've been together
them all well. Small Potatoes, in fact, for almost seven years (touring the folk
turn the "jack of all trades, master of circuit for a little over five), their previous jobs weren't so far-removed from
none" cliche on its head.
those of musicians.
The wife/husband duo, Jacquie
Prezioso, who studied classical guiManning and Rich Prezioso, admit they
owe their eclecticism, in part, to an tar and composition, used to work as a
inability to make decisions. While jingle writer for Cap'n Crunch commer"focus" may not be a dirty word to cials in Chicago. Manning played regularly in Chicago folk clubs like 1 iolthem, it is a musically limiting one.
steins
and Somebody Else's Troubles,
They point to the overwhelmingly
positive audience response as a reason while also perlorming al Renaissance
to continue their increasing diversifica- Fairs. Thev started their band partially
tion, as well as their interest in different as an economic necessity.
"I kind of lost my job and Jacquie
sounds.
"We're mostly guitar players and quit hers. Within a year we bought a
singers," Prezioso says. "Jacquie also house and a car, and then entered the
plays flute and (Irish) tin whistle and 'big money' world ol folk music,"
bodhran (Irish drum) and a bit ol con- Prezioso says with a linge of humor.
certina. 1 play mandolin and slide guiAnd thanks to their persistence, the
tar. We use them much the same as we rest of the world began to catch on.
mix up tunes—certain songs suggest Their songs were played extensively on
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SEND YOUR
VALENTINE rJ^SOncllO'S

IN ANY SIZE

$

Musk Show on WBGU 88.1 FM.

Photo Provided

The folk duo Small Potatoes, Rich Prezioso (left) and Jacquie Manning, will
play a Valentine's Day show at the Junction at 7 p.m.

Odds board ... Getting some: 2-1 ... Not getting the joke: EVEN ...
Flipping out: 2-1 ... Weather getting cold again: 3-2 ... Bowling Green: 5-2

,(»fl«Bc5

|p "Heart-Shaped"
Pizza
<9

both folk and "Americana" formal
radio. They garnered rave reviews from
music magazines and newspapers.
They played in the Philadelphia Folk
Festival, the Walnut Valley Folk Festival
and Summerfolk Festival, among others. And to lop it all off, Manning won
the 1998 Kerrville New Folk Songwriting Contest.
She had been al it for almost 20 years
and felt that performing others' songs
was just as legitimate an avenue as writing originals. However, when she wrote
the award-winner "The Waltz of the
Wallflowers," she knew she had something special.
"It was one of those magical songs
that almost seemed to write itself,"
Manning says. "But it's a pretty unusual song for the folk world. People who
have relegated us to 'cover band' status
in the past have changed their minds
about us, and it has opened a lot of
doors."
She notes, though, that Small Potatoes will never stop doing other people's songs, citing the abundance of
wonderful material and artistscurrentlv
working as her reason. Small Potatoes
are also at work on a new album with a
projecled release date of April.
Their 7 p.m. performance at The
Junction on Sunday will cost SH (S7 for
students). In honor of Valentine's Day,
those who wear red to the show will he
eligible for prizes. You can hear Small
Potatoes and other folk artists every
Thursday from 8 to 10 p.m. on The Folk

ftdd*«ed. T
For OrtW*tlrtgJSjSuW'1
203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166

OPEN
FEBRUARY 14-11 A.M.

♦
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-' Any special prices apply - Good at all locations.
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party - Call tor details.

tell me the
truth... did
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Experience
the Romance...

lOotz

UK

YOUR MY ANGEL
S29.95
Your Valentine wrfl know how you leel. with this adorable angel
bear that is sitting m a basket ol beautiful liesh lloweis!

P

go to
lor mil

TOTALLY ROMANTIC
S25.95
A sophisticated romantic arrangement ol red and white tulips
is encased in a glass globe and lied with a sheer bow

Valentine

FLY AWAY WITH ME
S23.95
You ll make quite an impression wilh this 3' I Love You Hot Air
Balloon The attached white basket is accented with red hearts.
an ivy plant & liesh mint-carnalions
SURPRISE
SI9.95
This bashful brown bear is holding a bud vase of daisys behind hrs
back to surprise your Valentine with.
(Roses can be added to all above Special)
Cash & Carry rose special- I dozen S26.95

Mowers?",

THE FLOWER BASKET

165 S. MAIN ST- DOWNTOWN B.G
ORDER EARLY
352-6395
SPECIALS LIMITED

.vc will be open & making deliveries on Sun FeD 14th

j>he aslcs.
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are!
" On ^3wec■theenrt, nil Howers
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|nat was the end of a once beautiful relationship

Cash & (_arrij Special

COLONIAL LANES

medium stem rco roses $l^-.^f^ a dozen
Order Today - Limited Quantity
|"resn Mowers, balloons , plush, blooniiru» plants & more!
Mention this ad cv recicve ITCC v3lir,day onltj delivery to campus

KJotz I loral, (_jirt & (_jarden (Renter1
yo6 Niipol^on Kef fowling Cjrce.n, Ohio &y+Ol
Special lupins Mem Sept 2H

DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING
OPEN LANES Man-Wed After 9p»>
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college ID)

V'sa, M-'iSter card, {discover &-American {^'.xpress accepted
special [ lolidaq [lours
Mondaij - | fiursdat) 6-5 | ndau, 8-J ,5;itiirda<j S - 5 & ^Jundau, IO - y

Friday 4-6pni
Monday 9:30-11pm
(alter Labor Dav)

1010 North Main • 352-4637
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Happy Valentine's
Day
To the bestest
friend ever

Happy Valentine's Day
Sunday February 14th

COLLEEN CAREY!
Pi Phi * & Mine.
Brooke
To my Maumee PuckbunnyDude, you can carry my bag anytime! By the
way, where is that dam camera?
XXOO- Bottle Blondie

Happy Valentine's Pay
footer Hessler
Love, the first floor whores
Sarah and Jen

Kristin-

3t§1 I/ #B?
^
^^ "v

€

BOBBY,
HAPPY V-DAY, I LOVE YOU!
I HOPE YOU ENJOY YOUR
POCKET P
LOVE, ME

v

you are the peanut butler v
in my Reese's Cup
V

•wi*

-Love.

\

Jared

To my four favorite ladies:
Kathy, Marina, Alissa & Heaven Leigh.
Kathy, thank you for your hard work
and dedication.
Happy Valentines Day!
Love, Mat \JJ

To the total ECLIPSE of my
Heart... Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you! From the
figment of your imagination

v

v

Happy Valentine's Day
Tim Bauer
Love, the first floor whores'
Sarah and Jen
Sara Theis,
Mistakes have been made, lessons learned.
Believe in my feelings...I love you.
Dan Bumpu's

DATES & SKATES
Sun. February 14
7-9pm

Happy
Valentines Day
to the Walton Boys!
(The Best Looking
Guys on Campus)
,
I Love You
Mattiel
Always, Krista

Case
Katelynn,
To the most beautiful
ittle girl on her 1st Valentine's Day.
May hearts roam in your head &
love fulfill your heart.
Happy 1st Valentine's Day
- Love Forever,
4 I Aunt Karyn
■.. '^

BGSU Precision
Team.
Thanks for all of
your hard work.
Have a great
Valentine's Day!
Your President,
Meredith

Joe -- You light up my life and have made
me extremely happy. I treasure
every minute spent with you. Thanks for
being there for me. Happy Valentine's
Day 1999! ^
^ Love,
ii
Jennif

Oh Captain, my Captain,
Please stay on one more year. Or who am I
gonna get to score off my shinpads and
embarass me?
Love, Sergi Gonchar

To the cutest
Gamma Phi
I know!
Happy
Valentine's
Day Carrie!
Love ya!
Love,

Michael,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Sugar is sweet.
But not as sweet as you!
Happy Valentines Day!
Love, Jen

/

V
Amy
I love you and
you are the greatest.
Happy
Valentines Day

Door Prizes
(Dates not necessary)
Dateless wonders
admitted also

Shannon Dawn,
I love you still, with all my heart.
Be My Valentine!
Love,
£S
Jason

Coach Duggan,
So if I give you some V-day
candy, can I start on Saturday?
Love,
Your 'Phattesf Defenseman

JOHN,
YOU HAVE CHANGED MY LIFE. I LOVE
YOU WITH ALL MY HEART.
LOVE » MISHA

:»^.

,-v

*'-V

Students Free
admission w/ID

BGSU ICE ARENA

To the 2 men in my life
I adore. Justin & Charlie
you make me smile & laugh
you brighten up my day
I love waking up to you every
morning & coming home to you
every night. You are my perfect
family dream come true.
I love you both!
Happy Valentine's Day
Forever,
Karen

■

Love Brad
Bean-

To Dwayne Williams on Valentine's Day £^
Roses are red
Violets are blue
\\J
Oh how when I think of you
you make my dreams come true
Wishing that you knew me, but you don't, hoping that one
day our hearts will become one.
Happy Valentine's Day
From your Secret Admirer

Happy
two years!

JENNIJ2
Always and Forever
Happy Valentine's Day
I Love You A
-JOE

Love, Brian
Vern,
I'll send an SOS to the world
And hope you get my message in a bottle.
Let your soul guide you
To the perfect lover.
As we lie in Fields of Gold.
Every little thing you do is Magic.
Every breath you take
Every move you make
is the sweetest thing.
I've scaled these city walls
V
Only to be with you.
V
When all I want is you.
Happy Valentine's Day!
*
Love,
Carrie

To the 308 Girls,
Happy V-day Jen, Mary, Brooke
Luv, Lil Papi

Jason.
Keep loving me
hofpants!
Happy Valentine's Day

Johnafhon

I

RUKSENOS
Sarah Ruksenos,
Will you be my "Valentine PRINCESS?"
I love you,
Rothy

Dearest Nicole,
I love you and you
mean so much to me.
Will you be my Valentine
now and forever?

Love,
Gregg

1

G

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Hockey travels to Alaska for warm weekend
BY WILLIAM R.
SANDERSON
I he BC News
Bowling Green road trips usually involve short bus trips. This
weekend the Falcons will cross
the continent to face Alaska-Fairbanks.
BG carries an overall record of
12-14-3 and a Central Collegiate
Hockey Association record of 812-3. They are coming off losses
to Ohio State and Western Michigan
With Miami and Lake Superior only five points behind, the
Falcons are looking to pick up
four points against the CCHA's
"I last place

V

-

]Bl

"Everybody
is

BG coach
Buddy
Powers
said.
"If
Alaska
loses four
points this
weekend
Buddv Powers
it's over. I f
we lose four points this weekend, we'll be up to our necks."
Fairbanks is 8-19-1 overall
and 5-18-1 in league play. Fairbanks has struggled to a 1-8-1
record in their last ten games

Falcon
forward
Chris Oesjarlais rests
on his feet
during an
earlier
game this
season.
The
Falcons play
University
of AlaskaFairbanks
on Friday

"Everyone is desperate. If Alaska loses
Jour points this weekend, it's over. If we
lose four points this weekend, we'll be up
to our necks."
Buddy Powers
BC! llockn coacb

The only other time UAF and
BG played, the Nanooks pulled
off a 6-5 upset.
Alaska-Fairbanks seemed to
catch BG off guard and scored
three goals in the game's first
five minutes. The Falcons blitzed
Perkins with 18 shots in the second period and 16 shots in the
third, but ran out of time.
"They got out of the gate real
quick and jumped out to the
lead," Powers said. "We had to
battle back and we just never
quite got over that hump. For the
last 50 minutes of that game,
they only had about eight shots."
If there is one thing AlaskaFairbanks has going (or it, it is
their home ice advantage. Visitors have to deal with the jet lag.
"The big advantage is the
Alaska guvs are used to it," Powers said. "You go out there and
your sleep patterns gel all
screwed up."

much," defenseman B.J. Adams
said. "You're going there lo play
two goals and pick up four
points"
Alaska-Fairbanks also is the
only team in the league that
skates on an olympic-size ice
Surface. A key lor BG will be
keeping up early.

unO 3criuT-

day.

"The main focus (or us will be
going up there and having a really good practice to get our legs
into it," forward Zach I lam said.
Like Western Michigan, the
Nanooks offense is punchless.
Chris Kirwan is their leading
scorer with 11 goals and eight
assists. )im Lawrence, Sjon
Wynia and Kerry Halele round
out Alaska's scoring.
Kirwan and Wynia totaled
three points each in last weekend's games.

•See Hockey, page 13

Since there is nothing that can
be done about, the attitude is to
forget about it.
"You can't think about it lo

Falcons start road trip with stop at Western
By DAVE TRUMAN

Women's
Basketball

The BC News
With (our games remaining on
the regular season schedule, the
Bowling Green women's basketball team finds itself in position
(or a Mid-American Conference
tournament birth thanks to a
recent hot streak that has seen it
win five of its last six games.
Coach Deanne Knoblauch's
Falcons are taking each game
they play as if it were a playoff
game.
At 7-5 in the MAC and 11-11
overall, BG's spot in the tournament is far from cemented.
Tomorrow's contest at Western Michigan (15-7, 8-4 MAC) is

Western
Michigan
Tbtnonow • 4 p.m
Univeraity Arena,
Kalalama/iHi
BG: 11-11 overall, 7-5 MAC
Western: 15-7 overall, 8-4 MAC
• Battle for first place in MAC
Radio. WBGU 188 1 FM| a" me 2 OC p m Mite
Byoel and Rob Vaughn

the (irsl of three road games loll
for the Falcons. The Broncos are
coming off a last second road victory over Buffalo that vaulted
them into place for the four seed,
and a first-round game at home.
In the tournament.
Knoblauch remembers the last

time her team met Western
Michigan very well. The Broncos
handed BG a 66-63 loss at Anderson Arena December 13.

"We had seven times where we did not get back on defense and
they probally scored about five of those times. There is no excuse
for that."

She said there were two things
that stuck out in her mind from
that loss.

Deanne Knoblauch
BO Women i Ba<kibtiH Coach

"We had seven limes where
we did not get back on defense
and Ihey probably scored about
five of those times," she said.
"There is no excuse for that."
The Broncos also switched on
every pick in that game, she
added. The Falcons have added a
new wrinkle lo the offense that
should help it run more smoothly this time around.
Western Michigan is led by
junior forward Shelsea t'rving

who has
averaged
19 points
and
6
rebounds
per MAC
game this
season.
She is also
one of two
Deanne Kiiolil.-iiirli""j5roncos

|o

shoot 41 percent Irom behind the
three-point line while hitting al
least 30 treys In the team's 12

conference games.

hustle will be the key tomorrow

Although BG appears deeper
on paper, Knoblauch is not
counting on running Western
Michigan out o( the gym.

Alter Falcon point guard Jen
Galford's relative struggles the
last Iwo games, Javmee Wappes
might end up back in the starting
lineup tomorrow. Gafford and
Wappes have traded bench for
starling roles several limes during the year.

"Consistently Ihey play six or
seven players," she said. "I
thought we could tire them out
last time but they reversed it on
us and pressed us the whole
game."
She said execution and better

"If one struggles the other onecomes through," Knoblauch
said. "I sure hale to change
things up after a win."

BG ready for Bulls
BY PETE STELLA
The BC News

BG Newt File Photo

ason.
BG toward Dave Esterkamp dives for a loose ball In an earlier game this seas

K

)

Records don't really mean
anything.
If records meant how good a
learn really is, then the Men's
Basketball team would have easily rolled over visiting Central
Michigan Wednesday.
The Falcons emerged victorious, 84-73, but not before Central
gave the Falcons a run for their
money. Saturday. Buffalo University invades Anderson Arena,
carrying the worst record in the
Mid-American Confernce.
After the win Wednesday, BG
increases its record to 14-8 overall and 9-5 in the MAC. Buffalo
currently stands at 4-20 overall
and 0-13 in the MAC.
Wednesday, the Falcons got
support from the whole team in
the victory. Anthony Stacey led

I

Men's Basketball

Buffalo
Tomorrow* 12
pm
Anderson Arena

BG: 14-8 overall, 9-5MAC
Buffalo: 4-20 overall, 0-13 MAC
• BG in home seed hunt for playoffs
Radio: WBGU (88 17 FM) 12 00 pm airtme w«h
frac BeeOe and Lance Cramer

all scorers once again with 20
points and six rebounds. Hot on
his trail were Keith McLeod with
19 points and Trent Jackson, who
came off of the bench to score 11.
"We settled (or more jump
shots then I would have liked,"
BG coach Dan Dakich said. "I

like it more when our guys take
it to the basket."
Buffalo is a very young team,
since they only have one junior
and one senior on the team while
the rest are freshmen and sophomores.
Despite their poor record, Bufff^
lo might be able to run with I '*
Falcons as Central did.
"Central made a heck of a run
at the lead during the game,"
Stacey said.
When asked on his roll on leading the team and taking some big
shots for BG, Stacey just smiled.
"That is what the team and the
coach expect me to do," Stacev
said. "During crunch time, I am
suppossed to make the big
shots."
After the Bulls, BG travels to
Akron Wednesday and hosts red
hot Miami University next Saturday.
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BG to battle Illinois State
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The Falcons and Redbirds battle for air superiority Saturday in
the Eppler Center gymnastics
room at 4:00.
Illinois State University is
coming oil a 6.4 point loss to the
University of Illinois and arc riddled with injuries. The Redbirds
are led by junior Beth Larson on
vault and floor, Dana Luther on
uneven bars, and Maria Pfarr on
beam. Luther and Pfarr are both
residents of Ohio.
The Falcons are coming off a
4.525 point loss to Denver last
Saturday in Colorado and look
to get back on the winning track
against the Redbirds. BG welcomes being back within the
confines of its home building
and in front of its own fans.
After only having 11 gymnasts in
Denver, the fact that everyone
who is healthy will be available
is a welcome sight. The absence
of tiredness from travel will also
help the Falcons. .
The Falcons will depend on
strong
performances
from
Marny Oestrang, Jackie Haft,
and Mindv Unlch. Untch is

coming off a season best allaround score in Denver.
"Mindy just continues to
improve. I think that's a big plus
and positive for her and real positive for the team," said Falcon
coach
Dan
Connel-

previDan Connelly

ously
j

injured
are now
able to return to the gym and
begin training. Falcons now
training again include Jennifer
Plymyer, Jamie Kent, Heather
Dankmyer, and senior Christina
Treiber.
Co-Captain Sarah Grealis will
be returning to the floor line-up
this week against ISU. Amber
Curry will be competing on the
floor exercise, and possibly on
the vault in exhibition.
At the half way point of the
season BG is close to finding its

best line-up to carry through the
MAC
Championships
and
beyond.
Testament to Improvement
The Falcon gymnastic team
found itself with another first
this week as it accepted a bid to
the National Invitational Tournament for gymnastics. Unlike in
basketball, the falcons can attend
both the NIT tournament and
the NCAA championships. This
year the NIT tournament will be
held at Temple University in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on
April 18. The NCAA championships will be held at the University of Utah on April 22-24.
BG coach Dan Connelly
expressed his pleasure with the
opportunity, "That is the first
time that we had ever been invited to that competition, so that is
a tribute to the improvement
that the program has made."
With one postseason berth
assured and another possible the
Falcons must not look beyond
Saturday's meet with ISU. The
Redbirds fly into the Eppler Center gymnastics room Saturday at
4:00 pm. Admission is free.

Read the BG News everyday!!

BG News File Photo

A Falcon competes on the bars in an earlier meet in the season.

Agassi's outburst hurts his wallet
The Associated Press

Associated Press Photo

Andre Agassi was fined $13,000 and lost ranking points because ot his outburst at the Sybase
Open.

SAN JOSE. Calif. — What separates cursing at yourself in frustration from uttering obscenities
that get you tossed out of a tennis
tournament? Andre Agassi, ejected from the Sybase Open, says
officials overreacted to his comments.
Agassi, leading by a set but
trailing in a second-set tiebreaker
against 120th-ranked Cecil Mamiit. was defaulted from a tournament for the second time in his
career Wednesday night for a
series of profanities.
The default will cost him
$13,000 and a loss of rankings
points that could drop him one or
two places from his No. 7 world
ranking.
Agassi said the curses were
directed at himself and that he
covered his mouth with his hand
when he said the last two of his
three obscenities. ATP tour supervisor Tom Barnes said the curses
were aimed at linesman Al
Klassen.
The words I used weren't singling him out at all. To default
because one linesman thinks I'm
making something personal with
him is a bit of a stretch," Agassi
said. The Judgment was made
that the line was crossed. I don't
think the line was crossed. 1 wasn't even making eye contact with
the linesman."
Agassi, seeded second, won the
first set 6-0 in just 18 minutes
against Mamllt, a qualifier who
had never made It past the second
round of an ATP tour event. But in

the second-set tiebreaker, trailing
four points to none, a frustrated
Agassi began cursing.
Klassen went to chair umpire
Steve Ullrich to report Agassi's
first comment, and Agassi was
warned for an audible obscenity.
As Klassen returned to his chair,
Agassi waited until Klassen got
close and made a muffled comment.
He was penalized a point for
another audible obscenity. Agassi
said he knew the next such violation would result in default.
But as Klassen returned to his
chair a second time, Agassi repeated his previous comment and
Barnes was called to the court. He
conferred with Ullrich, who penalized Agassi for verbal abuse and
defaulted him — awarding the second-round match to a stunned
Mamiit. who pleaded with Ullrich
to continue play.
That was the hook. Three and
you're done." Agassi said. That's
all you get."
Michael Chang said all players
are aware of the rules about
defaulting on the third violation,
though he was somewhat surprised at Agassi's ejection.
"It's not an easy decision to
make," said Chang, the tournament's fourth seed. "Andre's such
a great draw In San Jose and you
don't want to lose a guy like that."
Tournament director Barry
MacKay also was stunned at the
exit of his best gate attraction.
"Obviously, it's a big disappointment," MacKay said. "It was
shaping up to be a great match. I

wasn't listening, so I didn't hear
what Andre said. I'm for enforcing
all the rules, but I think they were
a little quick, frankly."
Barnes announced Thursday
that Agassi will be fined S7.500 for
the outburst and will forfeit the
$5,500 In prize money he would
have gotten for reaching the second round.
"It's noi the way you ever want
to go out of a tournament." Agassi
said. "I'm not too happy about it."
It was the second default of
Agassi's career. He was ejected
from the RCA Championships In
Indianapolis in 1996 for cursing
officials during a match against
Daniel Nestor in which Agassi also
won the first set and was struggling in the second.
Agassi made a remarkable
comeback last year, jumping from
No. 122 in the world at the end of
1997 to No. 6 at the end of 1998 —
the biggest one-year jump Into the
Top 10 in ATP rankings history.
But he was listless in a loss to
Vlnce Spadea in the fourth round
of the Australian Open last month,
a match in which Agassi admits he
played uninspired tennis. Though
he won his first-round match easily at the Sybase Open. Agassi may
simply be psychologically drained
from his battle back to the top
echelon of tennis.
"I think most of the top guys
were pretty tired by the end of last
year," Chang said. "Andre has
taken quite a bit of pounding over
the last year to get his ranking
up."

Boys of summer start Spring training Tuesday for next season
The Associated Press
Derek Jeter and Tino Martinez
already arc limbering up in Tampa.
Curt Schilling is getUng loose in
Clearwatcr. Pat Hentgen is playing
catch in Duncdln.
Plus this, just to get the juices
flowing: Mark McGwire is planning
on an early arrival, too.
"I'm always itching and ready to
go," Big Mac said. "You always get
excited at this time of the year."
All baseball fans are eager these
days, and for good reason — spring

training starts Tuesday.
The buzz from one of the greatest seasons ever has hardly died
down, and now it all begins again
with those magic words that can
warm even the coldest winter: It's
time for pitchers and catchers to
report.
"Even after all that's gone on
this offseason, I feel mentally and
physically ready to play this season." Sammy Sosa said.
"Even if I hit 10 homers next
season — yes. 10 homers! — it will
be a success because I'll be trying

my best. But 1 am confident. So I
say, 'Let the show begin."'
Those refurbished Cincinnati
Reds, having added 50-homer man
Greg Vaughn. Denny Neagle. Steve
Avery, Michael Tucker and more,
will be the first camp to open.
They'll get going in Sarasota. Fla..
and within a week, all 29 other
teams will Join them.
Pretty soon, the dispatches will
start pouring in from all over Florida and Arizona, from places with
familiar names that mean baseball
Is in the air — Vero Beach. Winter
■

Haven and Mesa.
Right now. the regular-season
opener April 4 in Monterrey. Mexico, between Colorado and San
Diego seems a long way off. These
days, there are more pressing
questions to answer during baseball's own special little season.
How well will new manager
Davey Johnson do with $105 million Kevin Brown and the Los
Angeles Dodgers? Are Albert Belle.
Randy Johnson. Mo Vaughn and
Roberto Alomar going to succeed
with their new teams?

Will the Toronto Blue Jays trade
Roger Clemens? Can Darryl Strawberry come back from colon cancer
and help the World Series champion New York Yankees?
And then there are the rookies,
the up-and-comers who often draw
all the early attention. Will J.D.
Drew. Shane Spencer and Ricky
Ledee repeat their late-season success, and can 21-year-old lefty
Bruce Chen fit neatly Into Atlanta's
rotation?
"I know there's an opportunity
for me." Chen said. "1 prepared

»
I

myself very good in the offseason,
so that should take some of the
pressure off.... My confidence level
is pretty high."
Rob Rabcnecker is also confident. He oversees operations at
Roger Dean Stadium in Jupiter.
Fla.. the spring home of the Montreal Expos and. more Importantly,
the St. Louis Cardinals. As in. the
McGwire Cardinals.
•See Baseball, page 13
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OVER THE WIRE

STANDINGS
National Profession*! Soccc League

Mark Price announces retirement

ciimpllrd from Wlrr soun

The Associated Press

■ NFLl
Butler hired as
Browns assistant

ATLANTA — Mark Price, a
four-time All-Star who holds the
NBA record for career free-throw
percentage, will announce his
retirement Friday.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Former Buffalo Bills wide receiver
Jerry Butler has been appointed
as wide receivers coach for the
Cleveland Browns.
Butler, whose appointment
was announced Thursday, has
been the Bills' director of player
development/alumni relations
for the past six years.
Butler, 41, was a popular
receiver with the Bills from 1979
to 1987. He still holds two club
receiving records — 255 yards
receiving in a single game and a
game-record four touchdowns.
Butler was AFC Offensive
Rookie of the Year in 1979 and
the Bills' "Man of the Year" in
1981 and 1982 for his outstanding community service.
Butler was a first-team AllAmerica selection during his
senior year at Clemson. He was
inducted into the Clemson Hall
of Fame in 1986 and the South
Carolina Hall of Fame in 1997.
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Price was waived by Orlando
in June after just one season with
the Magic and wasn't picked up
by another team. His 12-year
career will officially end with a
news conference at Alexander
Memorial Coliseum, where he
starred for Georgia Tech in the
1980s.
Price, who turns 35 Monday,
finishes with career averages of
15.2 points and 6.7 assists per

game. He holds the NBA career
records for free throw percentage in the regular season (.904)
and the playoffs (.944).
The 6-foot guard spent his
first nine seasons with the Cleveland Cavaliers, making the AllStar team in 1989 and 1992-94.
He was traded to Washington in
1995 but played only seven
games for the Bullets because of
a foot injury.
The following season, he
signed with Golden State as a
free agent, then was traded to
the Magic in 1997. In his final
season, he averaged 9.5 points
and 4.7 assists in 63 games.

Confercnce
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East Division
W

The Associated Press
DAYTON, — Former Ohio
State track star Chris Nelloms
has lost his bid for a new trial on
charges he raped a girl.
Montgomery County Common Pleas Judge John Kessler
denied Nelloms' request on
Wednesday, ruling there was no
juror misconduct that would
merit a new trial.

Nelloms faces a mandatory
life term at his sentencing Friday,
prosecutors say.
A jury convicted Nelloms on
Jan. 8 of seven counts of rape of a
child younger than 13 and one
count of felonious sexual penetration of a child less than 13.
The girl, now 12, accused Nelloms of sexually assaulting her
in homes in Dayton and Lexington, Ky., from 1995-97.
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Toledo 103, Buffalo 51
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Akron at Kent
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Tuesdav's Came
Milwaukee 17. Baltimore 8
Wednesdays Games

Wednesday's Games
CBA Players Showcase at Phoeru*

No games scheduled

Salt Lake vowes to focus more on upcoming Olympics in 2002
The Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY — With a new
boss and a leadership shakeup.
Salt Lake Olympic organizers
vowed Thursday to put the bribery
scandal behind them and focus on
"athletes and altruism."
Mitt Romney. a venture capitalist who turns around troubled
companies, was hired to do the
same for the 2002 Winter Games,
which have been paralyzed by ethical misconduct that has scared
sponsors and shaken the Olympic
movement.

These games and the preparations leading up to the games will
comply with the highest level of
ethical conduct." Romney vowed.
There Is absolutely no excuse for
the compromise of principles."
The Salt Lake Organizing Committee also revamped its leadership, pledged to open up its meetings and records, and accepted the
resignations of three key members
— two of whom had perceived conflicts of Interest.
Romney's selection will help
move the Olympics' focus from
"money and materialism back to

its roots of athletes and altruism." been expelled.
Gov. Mike Leavitt said.
New evidence against one of
Romney was the clear choice of those 24 — Kim Un-yong — will be
Leavitt and SLOC Chairman reviewed by an IOC panel, said
Richard Pound, the lead investigaRobert Garff.
Executives of Salt Lake's bid tor for the IOC.
Kim. one of the most powerful
committee have been blamed for
giving more than S1 million In cash IOC members, will have a chance
payments, bogus scholarships, to explain details of Salt Lake's
shopping sprees, vacations and ethics report tied his son to a
free medical care to 24 Interna- S75.000 telecommunications Job
tional Olympic Committee mem- directly funded by Salt Lake
bers in exchange for getting the Olympic bid executives.
Kim already was under investigames.
So far. four IOC members have gation by the IOC because the bid
resigned and another five have committee allegedly helped him

^poking

TOP

secure a U.S. visa for a Russian
student and may have helped his
daughter land a piano recitals with
the Salt Lake Symphony.
Pound, who met Thursday with
sponsors in New York, said there
was no indication corporations
were considering pulling out.
The sponsor group has been
very good, proper and businesslike." he said. They say. We
understand you have problems, we
appreciate what you are doing to
clean up and we arc supportive of
your efforts to do it."
Romney said he has little doubt

a plaoea

"The Best Entertainment Value in Town!"
Bowling Green State University Theatre Pass

corporate sponsors now wary of
supporting the Olympics will Jump
at the chance to sponsor the first
United States Winter Games in
nearly two decades.
'I'll bet you see John Hanccxk
and others like them standing in
line to support the Salt Lake
Olympics." Romney said
. referring to comments Tuesday
by the president of the Insurance
company. David D'Alessandro said
he was protesting the IOC's failure
to deal with the corruption scandal.

FREE PROGRAM
Harden the Target: Practices
in Crime Prevention

Passes on Sale;

Join us in a discussion that will provide you with
practical information that can help you develop
habits conducive to personal safety. Bowling
Green City Police officers will instruct you on the
importance of prevention at home, on the street, in
the car, and at your place of employment.

Half Price
Get into the swing of things with BGSU Theatre Pass! The Theatre Pass provides its
owner with admission to all Eva Marie Saint and Joe E. Brown Theatre ptoduclions
during the spring semester theatre season. The pass will let you see:
Flym Weil
A Thorn in Her Hear:
Happy Birthday!
lYou Poor Old Wreck)
and Inih Annie
Sweeny Todd The Demon
Barber of Fleer Street

KBffl!

Feb. 17-20 (8pm) 6c Feb. 21 (2pm)
April 7-10 (8pm) & April 11 (2pm)
April
April
April
April

Campos Manor
rtockledae Manor
615 Second St
701 Fourth St
6f0 Eighth St.
itl Eighth St

16-17 (7 30pm) 8c
18 (2pm)
21-24 (8pm)
25 (2pm)

an be ordered or purchased in ihe BGSU Theatre Box Office
Bowling Green Slate University, Bowling Gieen. OH
Phone Order.: (419) 372.2719
Open. Monday,
(Hours: IOam-2pm of 4pm-7pm)
Adults: i 14 00
Stmlenu/SrmiT Citittm:

(2nd Floor. University Hall)
43403-0236
February 8th

filR!

apartments available

*****
▼ *>

733 Manville Ave.
755. 77 7 Manville Ave

821 rhirdSt.
315 N Mam St..
317 N. Man St
710 Elm St
710172 Elm St.
237 N Prospect
138172 N. Main St.
313 H. Main St

Is

113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 8-12

$ 10 00

Order your pass today! Take advantage of this savings!

February 22nd
5:30 - 9:00pm
Wood County Hospital's Guild Room
*Pre-registration is required.
Call "Wellness Works" at 354-8987

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
w/Student ID

•OH Change $19.99*

. diSGOiintbreak.com

"most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes

the home of deijle pieces for3 Spi™ t^eak

13040 Bishop Rd.
Bowling Green, OH
353-2528
Free Towing
if we
dotheiob1

discoontbroak.com

lishop

■d

save moneu on uoui3 OcEANFRONT hotel

discountbroak.com
took toll-free direct-no middle man!

<

\

BGSU

your site
springbreak
looks
affordable.
I know
Dadd]
will
be

Did you know?
The effects of the flu
can last for several
weeks.

For more information,
contact the Wellness
Connection at
372-WELL (9355).

I.-
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In Your Face!
Issac Austin of the
Orlando Magic gets a
little love tap from New
Jersy Nets Jayson
Williams as Austin
dunks over him.

BASEBALL

HOCKEY

continued from page eleven

continued from page len

We think we've got the biggest
attraction in baseball," Rabenecker said. "We think it's going to be
the best place to come."

Alaska features 6'4" goaltender Ian Perkins between the
pipes, he is at the bottom of the
league with a goals-against
average of 4.17.
Earlier this year, Alaska-Fairbanks coach Dave Laurion
announced he would step down
at the end of this season.
"They are a team without
much confidence," Ham said.
"If we get at them right away,
that will keep them from getting
any kind of winning attitude."

Seeing Big Mac during workouts will be easy, and getting up
close for autographs will be possible part of the reason fans often
flock to spring training. Seeing
him in exhibitions might be more
difficult — 10 of the Cardinals' 14
games are close to sellouts.

blackwhiteyellowredtanbrown
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Towers Restaurant in McDonald Dining Center

^
9o

INCLUDES:
- Lobster Tail and NY Strip or

%Q
>p

Qjfar that Qfbomeone QS>p6dal
, Sweetheart

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Apiv. 1082 Falrvitw. 2bdrm Hats,
very spacious. 9 fool ceilings, cv ports,
9 1/2- 12 mo Leues
Slut at $610 C'aHJS£M00

'Friend'

<

Management. Inc.
HillvtlakApts.. 1082 fmrview. Lai^e sludioi
high vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan,
9 1/2-12 mo Leases
Start .IT $350 fill ttJMSJ

Valentine Cards • Gifts • Candv • Balloons

■BB (he little Shap

and
- Vegetable or Potato - House Salad - Beverage of Your Choice - Gourmet Goodie or any
- Choice of Dessert -

All for $29.9?

Management Inc.
HIIIMIJU-

(Parents
Secret <PaC

- Two Lobster Tails -

■**-»

CA

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Management Inc.
Heinrsile Apt*.,710 Y Enterprise, t bdrm, high

vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan
9 1/2- 12 mo. Leases
Close to campus. Siarts at $380 Call 35J-M00

University Union • A/-77/ 8:30-5:30 • Fri 8:30-5

EAST MERRY AVENUE APARTMENTS - 516 and 522
E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnishea. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

Management Inc.
Evergreen Aplv, 215 Poe. Efficiencies & huge
t bdrms. laundry on site, lots of parking [iff
starts at S230, I bdrms Starts at $340

Call 353-S800

FIELD MANOR APARMENTS - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542
and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

Management Inc.
Willow House Apis.. 830 4th St. I bdrms, gas
heal. AJC Remodeled Siarts at $375
Call 35 J-MOO

NFO Research. Inc.

NFO Research, Inc.
Management Inc.

Market Research
Entry Level Professional (3)

Wooster Mouse, 716 E. Wooster. I bdrms.

Starting at $360 One minute from South Hall
Call 333-S800

NFO Research. Inc.. the largest US based custom market research firm and the third largest market
research organization worldwide, has three openings for entry level professionals in our Telephone Project
Management Department. NFO Research. Inc. is an exciting growing marketing information company
and the world"s leading provider of insight into the opinions, attitudes and needs of consumers. We provide consumer insights to more than 400 leading corporations, including 45 of the Fortune 100 companies.
Our newly expanded operation center, located in Northwood. Ohio, offers a corporate environment within
a rural setting.
We are seeking two Operation Project Directors to join our team. This position is responsible for coordinating and managing market research projects through the Held phase of execution.
The successful candidate for our Operation Project Directors will have:
•
A positive attitude with a desire to be part of the ever changing consumer research world
•
Strong analytical and decision making skills
•
Excellent communication, organization, and logic skills
•
Market Research experience a plus
•
Degree in related field OR experience in related field
Computer knowledge a plus
We are seeking one CATI Project Director to join our team. This position is responsible for designing and
writing computer programs utilizing internal software packages.
The successful candidate for our CATI Project Director will have:
A positive attitude with a desire to be part of the ever changing consumer research world
Strong analytical and decision-making skills
Excellent communication, organization, and logic skills
Market Research experience a plus
Degree in related field OR experience in a related field
Technical orientation required
VAX experience a plus
NFO Research. Inc. offers a competitive salary and comprehensive benefit package including medical,
dental and vision plans. 401 (k), pension, profit sharing and tuition reimbursement.
If you are interested in an excellent career opportunity, please mail, fax or email your resume
NFO Research, Inc.
ATTN: Human Resources
PO Box 315
Toledo. Ohio 43697
FAX-419/481-8812
EMAIL-Jobs@NFOR.com
Kicr\ D..MMk /-,-

No phone calls please *EOE

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS - 818 Thurstin, 624,
670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disposals.

NFO HeSearCh, IDC.

•f

Management Inc.
Stop by out office at I04S N. Main St for
complete listing or Call 353- WOO.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
•A/C
• Newly remodled with
fire places available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00
...Get Them
While They Last!
Checkout our Website for a
complete listing of all our
properties.
www. wenet. org/~gbrental GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

1
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Classified
Ads

USG meetings are now r 113 Oscamp on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. They are also televised
every Thurs. on Ch 24 at 11:00 p.m. Show
your support and invoh-emeni for the student
body.

PERSONALS

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama
City. Padre. Mami. Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best hotels, prices, parties. Browse
www.icpt.com. Heps earn cash, tree taps Call
Inler-Campus80032;-6013

BGSU Rowing Team
10% off all heart-shaped items, body mat, &
song. LoDons I Potons. Woooiand Mali
3-ON3 MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BASKET
BALL TOURNAMENT TO BE HELD SUNDAY.
FEBRUARY 2t. 1PM. PROCEEDS TO
BENEFIT DANCE MARATHON. CONTACT
INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR REGISTRATION
INFORMATION.
Boyne Mountain SKI TRIP
in Michigan
February 20-21 st
Two days of great skiing,
Total cost is Si 00 which
includes trans., hotel room
and lift ticket.
Sign ups are in room 330 Union
by Feb. 17.1999
For questions, contact UAO office
at 372-2343

AH-You-Can-Eat Pancake Breakfast for *5
Sat. Fob 13. toe Arena Lounge. 8:30-1 to benefit BGSU precision skaters
Golden Key National Honor Society
1st meeting will be Feb 15 at 9pm in 103BA.
Al members are welcome. Questions? Call
372-1979.

Work 39 days a year and get up to 60% tuition
up to (10,000 m student loan repayments, and
up to $600.00/mo. not counting salary. Call
now i 800 708 4068 for more into. The Ohio
Air National Guard, Fuel Your Future

WANTED
Non-smoking roommate wanted May "99 to
May '00 lease Estimated monthly rent 1260
Can Aiexa@ 353 6283.
One roomate needed, female, for the 99-00
school year. Apt, own mv. furnished. $300, utiMies included Call 353-9378.
Roomate wanted. Own room. Rent negotiable.
Needed ASAP. Close to campus. Call
352-4303. Leave a message.

HELP WANTED

One World...One Mouse...Endlesa Opportunities! The Walt Disney Co. will have recruiters on campus to recruit students tor
the College Program In aunny Orlando, FL.
Attending a mandatory presentation la required. The presentation will be Tues. Feb.
16th st 6:00pm In 113 Olscsmp. Interviews
will be held on Feb. 17th Questions call Coop office: 2-2451. All majors welcome.

Educational backpacking trip to the
Navajo Reservation In the high desert
mountain! ol New Mexico snd Arizona
May 9 to May 23. 1999
Earn 3 hours credit, if you want.
If interested e-mail Bill Thompson at
vrthomp@bgnet.bgsu.edu or phone at
352-7534

SAVE THE EARTH
Are you looking for a way to show the environment that you appreciate all the great things it
does for you? Do this, collect seeds, burn
brush, restore praines, try to stop styrofoam
use on campus, and plan this years Earth
Week by joining the Environmental Action
Group. It's time we" spent every Monday night
from 9 to 10pm. m room 301 of Urwersity Hall.
Join because the environment needs you and
you need it.

ENJOY
SPRING
BREAK/GRAD
WEEK-MARCH MADNESS-N. MYRTLE
BEACH. SC. $75-200 PER PERSON/WEEK.
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE 1999 BROCHURE. www.retreatmyrtlebeach.com or
800*45-3618.

2nd shift production line work available.
3pm n 30pm. Monday Friday. $7.50mr plus
attendance bonus. Apply in person al Sun
Seed Co.. 20584 Long Judson Road. Wesion

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

Automotive detailing business. Full or parttime Call 354-9560.

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama City Beach
Fkvida. from $159 per person
3 pools, 1 indoor pooUlazy
nver ride, huge beachside
hottub suites up to lOpeople.
Tiki bar, home of the worid's
longest keg party.
Drink Free, draft beer
all week w/cover. Free info
1-800-4 88- 8828
wwwsandpiperbeacon.com.

"120/HR PT/FT
Process Our Company Mail or Email
From Home or School For Details:
Email: AppJy4now@sma/ tbot.net

770-937-6761

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT - Workers earn
up to $2,000*/month (w/tips & benefits).
World Travel1 Land-Tour jobs up to
15.000 $7.000/summer Ask US howl
5l7-336-423SExt C55442

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE MONEY!
Top rated boys' sports camp (Maine). Need
counselors to teach/coach all sports; tennis,
basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, rock
climbing, biking, golf, sailing, waterskiing, and
morel Call free (888) 844-8080 apply online:
www.camocedar.com

Pt-nme gymnastics & cheerteading instructors
needed. Please call Medal Gymnastics for
more mloat 419-425-4653.

(418)242-0644
X104

Student with car needed tor cleaning senior citizen's house AM hours preferred. Call
686-4527

AnEOE
Direct CanVReeldentlsl Specialist Full and
part lime positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7.14 $8.52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid dnvefs license and good dnving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
«:30-10:30am and 4:3O-5:0.0pm. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee
Western Rd.. Maumee. Qnip. EOE.
p
Fnto-Lay Warehouse position available starting at $7/hr. Part-time, 20-25 hrs/wk
(i2am-5pm) Call Chns @ 419-893-6336 for
directions. Apply in person w/ resume on
Mon.. Tues.. or Thurs. between lOam and
lpm.n650i MonclovaRd. Maumee.OH.
Gain Sales/Marketing Experience
Student Publications is currently interviewing
candidates for 1 opening on its magazine advertising sales staff. Gain valuable business to
business sales experience making presentations to existing and prospective clients. Requires excellent communication skills, good
GPA, 10-15 hours per week. March through
Apnl. For more information or an application
call Toby at 372 0430 or stop by 204 West Hall
Nursing-RN/LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9.30-10 00am and 4:30 5 00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251 Sunshine
Inc. ol Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestemRd., Maumee, OH EOE.
Part time student employment
Are you looking for part time employment ol 15
hours plus per week plus per week within walking distance to BGSU campus7 Interested <n
working various unskilled jobs m assembly.
packaging, eic? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours of 900am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSi.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place to work and a lifelone learning expononce awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
Nissokone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ohiyesa (Highland, Ml). Are you a creative,
canng and enthusiastic person who would enjoy working in an acuve outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist for
aquatics, horseback, nature, ant/crafts, music/drama, high and tow ropes courses, sailing, and athletics Call (248) 887-4533 to
schedule an on-campus interview.

Cruise

Payback (R)
(12:30 2:50) 5:10 7:30 9:50

() = Sat & Sun only
Movie Schedule Good (or 2112-2/18

Cancun $399
I lt*M • * . HNM " Ff»* *M« 1» « of DnH
Spring Break Travcl-Our 12th Year)

1-800-678-6386

WfKKt

STEAK HOUSE

163 SOUTH

MAIN ST -BOWLING GREEN

BARNEYS

Brunch
'10 am until 2 pmM

$279

City- BUnftM*. ItttMe M SmpM 4V H-f

J

—ja

CONVENIENCE MART

$6.00 Starting Pay
College Tuition Reimbursement
Flexible Hours • Third Shift Differential

NOW HIRING - ALL SHIFTS
at the following locations:

1628 E Wooster-Bowling Green « 354-2535
Across from the BGSU Stadium

996 S. Main St.. BG
1602 E. Wooster St.. BG
1091 N. Main St., BG
103 Anthony Wayne Trail, Waterville
26520 N. Dixie Hwy., Perrysburg

HURRY IN and JOIN OUR TEAM!!!

YOU CANT BEAT OUR FREE HEATH!
Check out Mid Am Manor apartments at these great locations:
641 Third Street
702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments. Close to campus.
Landlord pays all heat, water, sewer, and gas bills!

Did you know?
It takes a plastic
bag 10-20 years
to decompose.

Inquire about our other rentals also ... Perfect for those with 3-4 roommates!
ASHD0N APARTMENTS
850 Scott Hamilton

SCHMELTZ RENTALS
122 Frazee

Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street, Suite 4, BG • 352-4380

i
'

CARS FROM $500.00
Police impounds and tax repo's.
For listings call 1 800-319 3323x4558

Third shift desk clerk needed for local motel.
I2am-8am. Sat. and Sun. mornings stan immediately, min. wage. Apply @ Buckeye Motor
Inn. 352-1520
Volunteer Supervisor- Sunshine. Inc. ol
Northwest Ohio, a residential facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, is looking for a part time (16-24 hrs/week) supervisor to implement a "Faith in Action" program.
Duties would include recruitment, training, and
support of volunteers to provide compassionate caregivmg, developing contacts with local
congregations, fundraismg, and working with
the interfaith coalition. Bachelors degree preferred, experience m MR/DD helpful. Must
have valid driver's license with adequate
transportation and insurance coverage. Applications and tour Wednesdays 9:30-l0:00am
and 4:30-5:00pm or send resume to Sunshine
Inc of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWesiem Rd . Maumee. Ohio 43537. Ann: HR
MGR.EOE.
Volunteer Coordinator: Temporary full time
position available (initially 1-2 days per week
for training full Dme summer months) at nonprofit agency. Responsibilities include recruitment, orientation and ongoing training of volunteers, supervision and coordination ol special events. Includes some evenings and
weekends. Bachelors degree m a related field
preferred. Send resume to Sunshine Inc of
Northwest Oho. 7223 Maumee-We stern Rd..
Maumee. Oho 43537. Ann: HR Manager
EOE
WANTED
State tested or Test ready nurse aids
7-3 and 11 -7 shifts available
$6.75mr for test ready
$7 OO'hr for state tested
We also offer an anendance bonus, paid vacations, medical insurance, and a friendly atmosphere, with courteous co-workers.
Apply m person or call for more mfo:
Blakery Care Center
600 Sterling Drive
N Baltimore. OH 45872
(419)257-2421
Telemarketing
New ofice located downtown. Hourly plus
commission. Weekly pay. Morning A evening
hours. Full or part time positions. Call Doug at
1-800 300-4760

FOR RENT

GEORGETOWN MANOR APARTMENTS
Available Fall 99 & Spnng 2000
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished. AC.
New Laundry Room, no pets.
9 i/2Ai2mo leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water A sewer included
Call 354-9740 for more details A app't

"Houses A Apts.99/2000S.Y. "
930 E. Wooster. normally lor 7 students, will
have new carpet, new 'urn . new paint $200
mo. across the street Irom Kohl Hall.
1. 2, 3 bdrm apts avail 300 block E Merry
plus rooms avail. $20XVmo. anoVor have 2nd
semester leases inexpensive.
Calf 353-0325 9-9
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. lor '99-"00 school
year 352-7454
12 month leases starting May 15,1999:
122 N. Enterpnse-1 Br.-i person $360.UM
266Manville-1 Br.-i person$350*Util
605 Fifth ffl-2 Br.-2 person-$370. Util
605 Fifth »A 4 Br -4 person-$660*UtiI.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367 8666
2 BDRM FURNISHED APTS
SUMMER LEASES$700
9A12MONTH LEASES $465 AND UP
704 5th STREET. 352-3445
Are you looking lor a roommate, another one.
or a sublease' lor the summer and/or next
school year? Please ca" Tom @352-6i iQ
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utllitles provided, on-slte manager, balcony
units available Call for an appointment:
352-9909.
Rooms tor rent m BG home. Grad. males preferred. Call Ken Kendall at (219) 293-0920 or
352 1631.

FOR SALE

Subteaser needed tor 1999/2000 school year
$?05/mo. * utilities 440 845-6316
"91 Ford Ranger XLT.
Dark Blue. 116 K, $3800 OBO
372-4212. Ask tor Mike

Summer sublease' wanted for 1 bedroom
apartment. Option to renew lease lor next year.
Soaoous4.owrent Call 353-6322M

320 Elm #A-C S390.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heal, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #D $395.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished
Free Water & Sewer
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise #A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished.
Free Water & Sewer
709 Fifth St. 1.2.&3 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $530.00
801 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, & 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom,
#6 $360.00 1 bedroom, #10 $360.00 1 bedroom All unfurnished
117 N. Main St. #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00 1 bedroom, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, #7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8
$260.00 1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1
bedroom All unfurnished
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished. Free water & Sewer.
$565.00
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bedroom 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apartment
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer

NEWIWE

Come visit our website at

fa>

FLORIDA SPRINC BREAK

SfxreacdbyltECerBaSTBiviRiiriTlal
Rqpm and yaxCampjs Recycling
Pngam

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT
PANAMA CITY BEACH
II

www.saiKlpipcH>caor>n.cam Crates per person.)

Reference: auduban. Scpl/Ocl 1998

Cailor ytop by our office/today!

<

1111 Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Near Clubs! 7 PartiesFree Drinks! Daytona $149' South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' sprmgbreaktravel com 1 600 678-6386

FROM $159 PER WEEK4

These apartments rent at $440/month. There are no deals like this in BG!
CHARLEST0WN APARTMENTS
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 5
Nights $279' Includes Meals A Free Parties'
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs Florida'
Cancun A Jamaica $399' sprmgbreaktravel.com 1 600 676 6386.

Rentals

Panama $119 w&^*^Vfi%£fa#>
Jamaica $439

Patch Adams (PG-13)
7:20 10:00

■1 Spring Break '99 Vacations'
Best Prices Guaranteed11'
Cancun A Jamaica $399, Bahamas $4 59
Panama City Beach $129. Book Now
A receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored" video"" 1-800 234-7007
www.endlesssummertoors.com

332 S. Main St.
352-5620

S dt-rt • MM H»«*i ' ft* NrtkM • > Hi III Inn

The Thin Red Line (R)
(12:40) 4:00

#1 Panama City vacations'
Free parties No cover. Best
beachfront hotels from $120.
Free "Spring Break Uncensored"
Video! 1-800-234-7007
www endiesssummeriours com

NEWIPVE
Bahamas Party

(1:10)4:20 7:10 9:55

Blast From the Past (R)
(1:20)4:10 7:00 9:40

Telephone interviewing, pt-bme. no sales.
Some days, mostly even & wkends. In Perrysburg Starting wage $5.50. Flex scheduling, relaxedatmosphere 674-5842.

Wl art* Tr*.* •■'•Irrf M-auti n t- US * Im K to
MIBSM *■ MM*** MBS)» C«*l m MB tvWwMtviisMW

Message in a Bottle (PG-13)

IT Every Saturday
12 "Midnight'

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES
Norball Rubber Company, a OS9000 regis
tered manufacturer of polymer products lor the
automotive indusuy has openings. We offer a
competitive wage with an incentive plan, based
on individual effort. Also provided is a benelits
package that includes health, dental, prescription, vision, hie insurance, pension, and 401 (k)
plans Paid vacations and holidays are also
furnished benefits You must be able to work
any shift. Maunulactunng experience is preferred. A pre-employ men i drug screen is required. EOE. Applications will be taken Monday. 2/15/99 through Friday, 2/19/99 from
8:30am oil 4:00pm al:
Nor bait Huooer
567 West Broadway
N. Baltimore. OH

Don! Delay
Call Today

1234 N. Main SI. 354-0558>|

Nightly 7:009:30
Sat Sun Mon Mat
2:00 4:30

^

Potitons
'Excellent Income
For all your needs

My Favorite Martian (PG)
(12:50 2:55)5:00 7:15 9:30

EFIENNES

—»

'Long-Term

Hi CINEMA 5 aSP"

GWYNETH

JOSEPH

'Paid Training

Cinemark Theatres

13 Academy Nominations!!

PALTROW

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
i o' r'DcV .'■:■; n i :'■< v

College burnout. Local company seeking exciting energetic people to help expand new office.
No experience necessary Full/pan time posiDons avail. Call 419-841-2521.

GOING ON SPRING BREAK Buy the most
powerful fat burner/energize we
oiler-119 95-Universal Supp.
1 -888-642-7887-Creatlne lOOCW'S $29.95.

nvClaZel Theatre
Shakespeare
In Love

'Fleaible Hours
To Meet Your Needs
PM/Wkends

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort Spring Break
Headquarters. Packages Irom $39.00 per person. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela. Host ol
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Now'
1-800-224-GULF.srww.sprlngbreakhq.com.

Spring Break '99
www.sunsplashtours.com
From ion.i
Free trips &
Group Discounts
Hours and hours of free drinks
Jamaica Cancun Florida
South Padre Bahamas Barbados
Lowest prices/Best meals
CAUTOOAY11-800-426-7710

CAMPUS EVENTS

f 127 N Main. 6 G * 353-136' 'H
ivwwgreateastern.hollywood ccm

110-12/HR
Average Rate

SPRING BREAK M
Guaranteed lowest prices to Cancun.
Jamaica, Panama City & Daytona Beach
Student Travel Services
1-800-648 4849
www.ststravel.com
On Campus Contact:
Nick. ^372-5408
Jim @ 372-1306

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tests
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

TV BG Nc-» rr»tf»o (hr nf-l.i u> Jolinr. Jm.ioiinur
Of fr>ix jny *J«ttintnicni imh j> ihov fouod u» he
JefamMory. lackint in laiiujl huiv iimlt-mlme ot false
m ruiure All aJ*rnivmcDi> art 'uhjcvt ■» editing JI*J
jppcmal

Support
your
community —
Patronize local
msinesses.

Customer Con tact/Part-Time

•Weekly Paychecks

The BG Ne*« »tll «« l««.i>ji) acs*jt *J>rrfi«-tmnK
itui Jix-tiimnott i« rtKi'urjci" di<tnnunjiK<n II'JI»«I
*iy iftJinnluJ nc croup <«■ ihr Ni>i« .<l m ><■ BOtH
I«J. religion. rutuniJ urtgin. •ratadl .uTenuiKHi Ji>
jhtliiy. uarui J. J vnrrjn. nr .* ihr KIM* I>( any olhrr
ki *ll> prmrvml >un»

Positions:
1 lemale between 130-140 lbs.
"«1lerthan5'6"
1 male over 57". over 180 lbs
1 male under 5*0", under 140 lbs.
It interested,
call Coach Chns at
352-5219

LAST CHANCE
To give somsone else a chancel
BG Blood Drive. 11-5. Oscamp
Ends today.

SERVICES OFFERED

372-6977

Recruiting for 3 positions.
No experience needed tor
collegiate rowing.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FELD HOUSE: MARCH 2 CO REC
BOWLING. MARCH 3-M. W S CO-REC VOLLEYBALL

Friday, February 12r 1999

i

HOME OF THE WORLDS LONCEST KEC PARTY'
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONG CALL FOR INFO!

1 800488-8828

I

